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ABSTRACT 
Label-free optical biosensors have been established as proven tools for monitoring 
specific biomolecular interactions. However, compact and robust embodiments of such 
instruments have yet to be introduced in order to provide sensitive, quantitative, and 
high-throughput biosensing for low-cost research and clinical applications. Here we 
present the interferometric reflectance-imaging sensor (IRIS). IRIS allows sensitive label 
free analysis using an inexpensive and durable multi-color LED illumination source on a 
silicon based surface. IRIS monitors biomolecular interaction through measurement of 
biomass addition to the sensor's surface. We demonstrate the capability of this system to 
dynamically monitor antigen-antibody interactions with a noise floor of 5.2 pg/mm2 and 
DNA single mismatch detection under isothermal melting conditions in an array format. 
Ensemble detection of binding events using IRIS did not provide the sensitivity 
needed for detection of infectious disease and biomarkers at clinically relevant 
concentrations. Therefore, a new approach was adapted to the IRIS platform that 
allowed the detection and identification of individual nanoparticles on the sensor's 
surface. The new detection method was te1med single-particle IRIS (SP-IRIS). We 
v 
developed two detection modalities for SP-IRIS. The first modality is when the target is 
a nanoparticle such as a virus. We verified that SP-IRIS can accurately detect and size 
individual viral particles. Then we demonstrated that single nanoparticle counting and 
sizing methodology on SP-IRIS leads to a specific and sensitive virus sensor that can be 
multiplexed. Finally, we developed an assay for the detection of Ebola and Marburg. A 
detection limit of 3 x 103 PFU/ml was demonstrated for vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) 
pseudotyped with Ebola or Marburg virus glycoprotein. We have demonstrated that 
virus detection can be done in human whole blood directly without the need for sample 
preparation. The second modality of SP-IRIS we developed was single molecule 
counting of biomarkers utilizing a sandwich assay with detection probes labeled with 
gold nanoparticles. We demonstrated the use of single molecule counting in a nucleic 
acid assay for melanoma biomarker detection. We showed that a single molecule 
counting assay can lead to detection limits in the attomolar range. The improved 
sensitivity of IRIS utilizing single nanoparticle detection holds promise for a simple and 
low-cost technology for rapid virus detection and multiplexed molecular screening for 
clinical applications. 
Vl 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Label-free sensors 
Development of label-free biosensors that can simultaneously monitor multiple 
molecular interactions is of great interest for biomedical research and clinical 
applications.[l-4] The importance of detecting interactions between DNA-DNA, DNA-
protein, and antibody-antigen pairs has been firmly established by the ELISA and 
fluorescent microarray techniques.[5, 6] Though label-based immunoassay and 
microarray methods are very powerful, there is significant interest in developing label-
free detection modalities that can improve upon the limitations of these systems. 
Generally, label-free detection has been demonstrated with electrical, electromechanical, 
and optical detection methods.[?] Among optical platforms, surface plasmon resonance 
(SPR) has proven to be the leading technology. Utilization of SPR imaging (SPRi), high-
throughput detection has been achieved. [8] Although SPRi is a very powerful technique, 
the field of biosensing is moving toward simplicity, inexpensive devices and operation, 
and field use. 
1.1.1 Drawbacks of fluorescence labeling 
Traditional microarray imaging commonly employs labels, such as fluorescent 
molecules, that are attached to the captured analytes to create a detectable signal. The 
1 
binding of target molecules to the immobilized probes is visualized by imaging the 
surface with a fluorescence scanner. Despite its popularity, it is generally acknowledged 
that this method has inherent drawbacks and that for many, if not for most applications, 
label-free detection would be highly desirable. Even though fluorescence detection 
generally performs with superior sensitivity, there are applications for which label-free 
detection sensitivity is sufficient and label-free detection is required. [16], [23], [32]-
[34] One of the drawbacks of labeled detection is that labels might modify the 
interaction affinities of the macromolecules to which they are attached. In some cases, 
special attention is paid to attach the label to a designated epitope on the protein in order 
to minimize the effect on binding kinetics. But, frequently, proteins are labeled 
nonspecifically, and the fluorescent labels may interfere with the binding sites. This is a 
significant problem when studying small molecules and peptides, as the amino acids 
involved in binding are more likely to be affected. The effect is clear for larger 
molecules as well. A recent study by Sun et al. [35] shows how the properties of fairly 
simple and widely used proteins are affected by labeling. In this study, streptavidin-
peptide and antibody-antigen reactions were monitored with a label-free technique; it 
was observed that when the target is labeled with Cy3 molecules, the detected reaction 
kinetics change significantly. To avoid complications that result from directly labeling 
the target molecules, sandwich assays are often employed.[l6], [36] After the first 
incubation with target molecules that are not labeled, the array is incubated with labeled 
secondary probe molecules that are also specific to the target. However, the second 
incubation should not interfere with the first one; namely, two different probes that are 
2 
specific for two distinct nonoverlapping epitopes on the same target protein are required 
for the sandwich assay to work properly.[37] Otherwise, a competition reaction occurs 
that can create false-negative signals. Also, the secondary probe should not have any 
specificity for the spotted probes. If this is not satisfied, a false positive may occur when 
the secondary probes bind to spotted molecules without the initially captured target. In 
summary, the detection of analytes through secondary probes is intrinsically complex, as 
it requires multiple layers of interacting . components that provide specificity without 
interfering with one another. Label-free measurements can provide kinetic info:imation 
about the reactions, which is not possible with fluorescent techniques. Even though 
quantification of captured biological mass is possible in fluorescence measurements 
using on-chip calibration procedures,[38] the bleaching of fluorescent molecules avoid 
real-time data acquisition to characterize the biomolecular interaction thermodynamics. 
Since the photoluminescence ability of dyes decay over time through excitation, a 
phenomenon called photobleaching occurs and prevents a linear response during long 
exposure times. Labeled detection methods are widely used because of their sensitivity 
and the historical lack of viable alternatives. However, depending on the application, the 
challenges they present can be significant and difficult to overcome when a quantitative 
measure of binding is required. In such cases, label-free detection has major advantages 
over the labeled detection methods. Besides the advantages listed in this section, label-
free methods eliminate at least one chemical step from the assay process. Thus, they are 
time- and cost-efficient, and they reduce experimental variability due to user error. 
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1.1.2 Reflectance spectroscopy for label-free sen§ing 
Another category of optical platforms that has received significant attention in recent 
years is based on new adaptations of reflectance spectroscopy. Traditionally a single-
point measurement, reflection spectroscopy has relied on a broadband light source for 
surface illumination and a spectrometer for analysis of the reflected light. In this 
approach, surface reflections are characterized for alterations, for example, changes in 
polarization state or phase modulation, to derive information about properties of the 
reflecting surface such as thickness or refractive index. Spectroscopic ellipsometry, a 
technique that has been utilized for nearly a century to interrogate thin dielectric films, is 
a well-known example of detection methods in this category. Many recent innovations 
of interferometric spectroscopy have been applied to biodetection demonstrating the 
diverse and versatile nature of this methodology. For example, arrayed imaging 
reflectometry (AIR), a system based on reflectance measurements, works by 
illuminating a planar, layered structure with a specific wavelength of light and incident 
angle to produce complete destructive interference. Bioaccumulation results in an 
increase in the reflectivity whereby the Fresnel equation can be used to determine the 
amount of material bound.[9] Another technique, termed molecular interferometric 
imaging (MI2), relies on using a reference signal which is restricted to phase quadrature 
to determine bioaccumulation through commonly known phase and intensity 
relationships. By keeping a reference light phase-locked to quadrature the change in 
reflected amplitude of the light is maximized thus allowing for sensitive detection.[lO] 
A third approach, reflectomettic interference spectroscopy (RifS) employs white light-
4 
based interference patterns produced by transparent substrates with thicknesses of 
several micrometers. To determine binding, this technique monitors the shift in one 
maximum of the interference pattern and has system resolution values of optical 
thickness of less than 1 pm. [ 11] 
Recently, we have introduced a simple reflectance-based interferometric label-free 
detection method originally termed the spectral reflectance imaging biosensor (SRIB) 
and recently renamed as the interferometric reflectance-imaging sensor (IRIS) that has 
demonstrated comparable sensitivity to SPR.[12] 
In this dissertation, we introduce a second generation of the IRIS platform that addresses 
the drawbacks of the original system by utilizing multiple discrete LED sources to 
monitor the spectral signature of reflectance from the layered biosensor surface. This 
new system can achieve the same level of system sensitivity and measurement 
confidence by employing only a few incoherent, narrow band sources that span the 
visual spectrum instead of a tunable laser. It is demonstrated that this new LED-based 
IRIS system can monitor biological binding interactions in a real-time, high-throughput 
microarray format with a 5.2 pg/mm2 noise floor. The system offers ease-of-use in a 
compact, low-power, and stable design making it a robust solution that can translate the 
performance of more complex and expensive label-free platforms, such as SPRi and 
Laser-IRIS, to a broad spectrum of research and diagnostic applications both in the 
clinic and field. 
1.2 Ultrasensitive label-free sensors for single nanoparticle detection 
Nanoparticle detection and characterization play a critical role in human health through 
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the detection of air pollutants and pathogens. Inhalation of nanoparticle pollutants can 
cause inflammatory response in the lungs and spread to other organs.[13] Nanoscale 
pathogens cause many human diseases, and vimses in particular have created 
widespread concern in the past decade as biological warfare agents.[14-16] Speed and 
portability of sensor platforms are critical factors necessary to stop the spread of 
pandemics like influenza. In this section, we review three classes of sensor methods 
being developed for detection of individual nanoparticles: mechanical, electrical and 
optically resonant. Then we describe the use of nanoparticles labeling instead of 
fluorescence labeling. Nanoparticle labeling addresses the drawbacks of fluorescence 
labeling mentioned above. Nanoparticles do not photobleach, therefore enabling 
continuous monitoring and more quantitative read out. Also nanoparticles have shown to 
be more inert than fluorescent labels allowing the detection of biomarkers in whole 
blood. 
1.2.1 Electrical methods 
The fundamental principle of the electrical detection is based on probing conductance or 
capacitance change on a local sensing element. One of the approaches is to use 
conducting or semiconducting nanowire based field effect transistor devices. In a typical 
detection scheme, an_ impeda;nce measurement is performed between source and drain 
terminals of the device while a solution containing the nanoparticles of interest either 
flowed over or incubated with the device. As a nanoparticle with different electrical 
properties than the local environment adsorbs on the device, it perturbs the local 
electrical properties resulting in a detectable signal on the impedance measurement. In 
6 
an earlier study, Patolsky et al. demonstrated the specific detection of single Influenza-A 
and paramyxovirus in a buffer solution based on conductance measurements on silicon 
nanoWire arrays functionalized with specific antibodies for each virus type. [ 1 7] A 
difficulty associated with the field effect based techniques is that the detection is 
sensitive to the ion concentration of the solution. In particular, the detection sensitivity 
may suffer significantly in high ion concentrations due to charge screening effects 
limiting direct use of physiological solutions. [ 18] 
An alternative technique to field effect devices is to probe the electrical impedance 
across a nanoscale pore. In contrast to field-effect transistor devices, impedance 
measurement is performed along a channel and the impedance is perturbed as a 
nanoparticle with different electrical properties than the solution passes through the 
nanoscale channel. In a recent study, a high-throughput microfluidic device utilizing a 
nanoscale pore is demonstrated for detection and sizing single polystyrene nanoparticles 
down to 51nm in diameter and T7 bacteriophage viruses in salt and blood plasma 
solutions.[19] Nanopore based techniques characteristically offer very rapid and high-
throughput detection since no specific/unspecific surface capture of nanoparticles is 
involved; however, affinity-specific detection is not technically possible which may 
hamper the adoption of these techniques in clinical biosensing studies. For example, the 
size-specific detection o_f small viruses in blood plasma is shown to be challenging 
without affinity based capture as large number of background nanoparticles in blood 
plasma hinder the detection of virus concentrations comparable to clinically relevant 
viralloads.[19] 
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One advantage of the electrical methods is their · compatibility with established 
microelectronic fabrication technology. The sensing electronics can be easily integrated 
with microfluidic technologies on the same chip providing a robust and cost-effective 
platform for various lab-on-chip applications. 
1.2.2 Mechanical methods 
Most single nanoparticle mechanical detectors reported are on microcantilevers on 
which the adsorbed nanoparticles induce surface stress or alter the dynamic resonant 
re~ponse. The mechanical detectors based on measuring the frequency shift of the 
oscillating high-Q cantilever have shown promise due to providing highly sensitive 
analysis of frequency shifts. However these devices require vacuum condition to operate 
in since high-Q factor cannot be retained in air or liquid solution due to viscosity losses. 
Therefore the reported studies in the literature have been limited to end-point detection 
ofnanoparticles.[20, 21] Another drawback is the mechanical response ofthe cantilevers 
is sensitive to the exact location of particle binding. Therefore, quantitative mass 
analysis may become imprecise if the binding site on the cantilever is not known. 
Suspended microchannel resonators (SMRs) are an alternative to the conventional 
cantilever resonators for the applications requiring quantitative and real-time 
analysis.[22] In SMRs, the solution containing the nanoparticles is transported in 
microfluidic channels that are fabricated into the cantilever. Therefore, SMRs can be 
operated under vacuum conditions supporting high-Q resonant operation and provide 
sensitive and real-time mass measurement of nanoparticles. In a recent study, Lee et al. 
demonstrated single gold nanoparticle detection down to 20nm in diameter using a SMR 
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based mechanical detector.[23] They further showed dynamic control of the flow of the 
solution to trap single nanoparticles at the tip of the cantilever to allow quantitative 
measurement of the mass of the nanoparticle. Their results suggest that the detection of 
individual viruses with a similar mass such as HIV could be possible. 
The scalable fabrication of the cantilevers on substrates makes these devices useful for 
applications demanding high-throughput and real-time measurement. However the 
· requirement of vacuum in the cavity of the cantilever for sensitive detection may hinder 
their widespread use in point-of-care applications (POC) due to the cost and handling 
issues. A further aspect of the mechanical detection is the actuation mechanisms, which 
are not discussed here. The interested readers are referred to other references.[24] 
1.2.3 Optical resonant methods 
Optical waveguides are a method of guiding light in a medium other than free space, 
including optical components such as lenses and mirrors. A waveguide is usually 
composed of a high-index structure surrounded by a lower index media to confme the 
light through total internal reflection. The optical wave is largely confined in the high 
index core; however, an evanescent tail of the wave extends typically less than a 
wavelength of the light beam. In a typical waveguide based photonic device, a 
nanoparticle in a close proximity to waveguide interacts with the evanescent tail of the 
optical wave and consequently perturbs the wave distribution in the vicinity of the 
waveguide. The signal from a single nanoparticle perturbing the wave distribution is 
undetectable. One approach to mcrease the signal is to use resonant microcavity 
structures m which the light samples a nanoparticle many times before being 
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detected. [25-31] In a typical resonant cavity based device, the light coupled to the 
cavities circulates within the structure forming whispering gallery modes (WGM) at 
specific resonant wavelengths before it couples back to a bus waveguide on which the 
detection is performed. Any interaction of nanoparticles with the evanescent tail of 
optical wave on the resonator perturbs the resonance behavior of WGMs in the cavity. A 
critical parameter determining the sensitivity of single nanoparticle detection is the 
quality factor (Q) of the resonant cavity. The quality factor is proportional to the average 
time a photon circulates in a WGM; in tum control the line width of the resonance (8"-r 
= A.r/Q). Higher Q values yield narrower spectral resonance widths resulting in more 
sensitive measurement for resonant cavity photonic devices. Earlier studies in this field 
focused on determining the real-time resonant frequency jumps owing to adsorbing 
nanoparticle on the microcavity surface. The resonant wavelength shift (11'Arf"-r) can be 
correlated to the radius of a nanoparticle (rp << A.r) that adsorbs on the equatorial line of 
the microsphere resonator with a radius R[32]: 
The equation above suggests that the sensitivity of the detection and sizing can be 
increased through shrinking the size of the microcavity. However the smaller 
microcavities also lead to reduction in Q due to increased radiation leakage. Vollmer et 
al. demonstrated detection and sizing of individual Influenza viruses (r ;:::; 50nm) using an 
optimal size microsphere resonator situated in a fluidic cell filled with a buffer solution 
of Influenza-A virus.(32] Note that nanoparticle sizing based on conventional resonant 
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frequency shift mechanism is limited since the signal is prone to environmental noise 
including the temperature, laser beam intensity and laser frequency fluctuations which 
may cause undesired drifts and jumps in the resonant frequency. In a recent study, Lu et 
al. incorporated.,a reference interferometer into a high-Q microcavity to increase the 
accuracy and sensitivity of the nanoparticle detection.[33] In this configuration, the 
reference interferometry was used to measure the laser frequency accurately in parallel 
to the nanoparticle detection performed on the microtoroid resonator. Therefore the error 
originating from the frequency jitter and laser scan-voltage measurement was reduced. It 
was demonstrated that Influenza A viruses can be detected with a signal to noise ratio of 
3 8: 1 which is about an order of magnitude improvement over previous studies. 
A critical drawback of the methods based on frequency shift mechanism is that the 
signal amplitude is sensitive to binding position of the nanoparticle on the resonator. A 
nanoparticle yields large frequency shift if it binds to the region where the interaction 
between evanescent tail of the WGM and nanoparticle is maximum and the signal 
generated with the same particle will decrease if the particle is adsorbed away from this 
region. An alternative method addressing this issue is to monitor the mode splitting of 
the WGM.[34] Mode splitting of a WGM occurs when the scattering from a nanoparticle 
lifts the degeneracy of clockwise and counterclockwise propagating modes of the WGM 
in a resonator. Resulting splitting and line width of the doublets can be used to 
determine the nanoparticle size:[35] 
r3 oc ;t/ (~) 
where 1r and g denote the line width broadening and coupling strength between two 
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propagating modes, respectively, and these quantities can be calculated from the 
measured spectra by fitting a double Lorentzian function to the resonance line. The term 
(rr!g) in the equation above .is independent from the binding position of the nanoparticle 
on the surface. of the resonator; therefore the size estimation can be performed more 
accurately comparing to frequency-based methods discussed above. Using this method, 
Zhu et al. demonstrated accurate sizing of individual polystyrene particles down to 60nm 
in diameter in ambient conditions without any assumption on the location of particle 
binding or requiring any reference particles for size comparison.[34] Note that the 
accuracy of the fitting ofrr and g parameters depends on the line width of the resonance 
line, which is correlated to Q of the microcavity. Sufficiently high Q is necessary to 
resolve the doublet originating from the nanoparticle detection. For example, adsorbed 
single Influenza A virus results in a splitting on the order of30Mhz and a Q factor of 107 
is required to directly detect the binding of the virus.[36] Although this value of Q is 
typically within reach in ambient laboratory conditions, it is challenging to achieve this 
level of Q in practical settings such as nanoparticles dispersed in buffer solution. 
Recently an interferometric detection scheme is suggested for increasing the sensitivity 
of the mode-splitting measurements thus it might allow sensitive real-time detection of 
single virus particles in the near future.[36] 
Resonant microcavity techniques are a new but rapidly flourishing subfield of optical 
techniques for single nanoparticle detection. The recent experimental studies in the 
literature have been primarily focused on improving the detection limit and sizing 
sensitivity. A critical setback for the practical implementation of these devices is the 
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limited throughput capacity. One of the reasons is that the detection scheme of the 
resonant microcavities requires perturbation of the WGM resonating in the structure by 
the nanoparticle. Each interacting nanoparticle therefore changes the characteristics of 
the WGM such as introducing damping channel and reducing the Q factor etc. The 
number of individual nanoparticles detected by a microcavity resonator must be limited 
in order to preserve the original sensitivity of the microcavity device. This requirement 
can be satisfied by increasing the number of resonators in a multiplexed fashion on a 
detection device. However it is tremendously demanding to fabricate many resonant 
microcavities with identical optical specifications such as resonant frequencies and 
quality factors using the current fabrication methods. Provided that these challenges are 
addressed, optical microcavity based devices will find wide-range of applications for 
single nanoparticle detection. 
1.3 Nanoparticle tagging methods 
Nanoparticles have existed naturally for millions of year and people have exploited the 
properties of metallic nanoparticles for centuries. For instance gold and silver 
nanoparticles have strong plasmon resonances absorption bands in the visible spectrum 
giving rise to colored solutions. These plasmon resonance absorption bands are 
dependent on the size of the particle therefore solutions with different sizes of gold 
nanoparticles give rise to solution with different colors. Gold and silver nanoparticles are 
responsible for some colored pigments, used by artisans in stained glass and ceramics 
since the lOth century. However, it was not until 1996 that the use of metallic 
nanoparticles began to receive considerable attention for biological application, 
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following the publication by Mirkin et al.[37] 
1.3.1 Colorimetric Assays 
There has been a lot of effort m making biosensors that require · no complex 
instrumentation, are low cost, and don't require stringent wash steps. Recently gold 
nanoparticles have been incorporated into colorimetric assays that can be read by the 
naked eye or with minimal instrumentation. Colorimetric assays use the shift . in 
absorbance of nanoparticles based on changes in size, shape, or their local environment. 
Most popular colorimetric assays with gold nanoparticles are for the detection of nucleic 
acids. There are two major types that rely on monitoring absorbance shifts. The first 
method requires two sets of gold nanoparticles, each functionalized with distinct 
complementary sequences to the target nucleic acid of interest at the 5' and 3' terminus, 
respectively. If the target of interest is present in the solution it will hybridize to the each 
of the two sets of gold nanoparticles forming a linker between the two sets of the particle 
forming a larger aggregate. The aggregation of the gold nanoparticles causes a red to 
blue shift in the plasmon absorbance band. A second method depends on the binding 
properties of ssDNA and dsDNA to gold nanoparticles. The ssDNA adsorbs to bare gold 
nanoparticles and protects them from salt induced aggregation while dsDNA is rigid and 
does not. Therefore by functionalizing gold nanoparticles with ssDNA that is 
complimentary to the target of interest you can make a sensor that detects the presence 
of complementary DNA. If the complementary DNA is present in the fluid being tested 
than it will hybridize to the ssDNA on the gold nanoparticle, removing its protection 
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causing aggregation.[38] 
The two methods highlighted above suffer from limited sensitivity and specificity. 
Current conventional colorimetric assays that use 14nm gold nanoparticles have 
detection limit of about 10 nM, which is higher that what is typically needed (1 nM) in 
diagnostic assays. Many current efforts are focused on coupling nanoparticle-based 
assays with signal amplification techniques to improve sensitivity and specificity. 
1.3.2 Silver Amplification 
Gold nanoparticles has been used for immunocytochemistry since 1971 when Faulk and 
Taylor discovered adsorption of antibodies to colloidal gold.[39] They serve as an ideal 
label for electron microscopy because of gold's high atomic number, which scatters 
electrons efficiently and they can be reproducibly made in the size range of 5 to 30nm. 
For light microscopy it is difficult to visualize small gold nanoparticles. Mirkin et al. 
showed utility of gold nanoparticle coupled with silver enhancement in biosensing.[40-
42] A functionalized glass slide was arrayed with DNA probes which is complimentary 
to the 5' terminus end of the target DNA. After hybridization of the target to the slide a 
13nm gold nanoparticle functionalized with ·an ssDNA complementary to the 3' 
terminus of the DNA target. At concentrations above 100 pM cohybridization of the 
target and nanoparticle probes makes the surface appear slightly pink allowing detection 
with the naked eye. They have shown detection limit as low as 50 fM, two orders of 
magnitude lower than fluorescent based detection, by amplifying the signal 105 times by 
silver amplification using silver ion reduction with hydroquinone to silver metal on the 
surface of the gold nanoparticle bound to the microarray surface. Silver amplification 
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has been used before for visualization of protein-, antibody-, and DNA-conjugated gold 
nanoparticle in histochemical electron microscopy studies, but not used for quantitative 
detection of DNA hybridization assays on chip-based detection formats. 
1.4 Overview of dissertation 
In this dissertation, we describe the development of the interferometric reflectance-
imaging sensor (IRIS) for diagnostic applications. IRIS was first termed spectral 
reflectance imaging biosensor (SRIB) and later termed IRIS after the development of the 
LED based system. IRIS as first developed by Ozkumur et al. used an expensive and 
fragile tunable laser system. IRIS was made into a compact, low-cost, and robust 
platform by adapting the use of discrete LEDs for spectroscopic imaging instead of the 
tunable laser. The use of a incoherent light source allowed high resolution imaging of 
the IRIS sensor substrate, which led to the development of a novel method of detecting 
individual nanoparticles on the surface. The nanoparticles detection modality of IRIS 
was termed single-particle IRIS (SP-IRIS). SP-IRIS allowed high-throughput detection 
of nanoparticles on the surface because each pixel on the CCD camera can act as a 
discrete sensor, therefore, millions of particles can be detected and characterized 
simultaneously. SP-IRIS allows the detection of individual viruses label-free and is 
capable of single molecule detection through a secondary nanoparticles label. SP-IRIS 
provided a platform for multiplexed detection of viral pathogens and biomarkers at 
clinically relevant levels. Given the sensitivity of single nanoparticle detection, assays 
for virus detection and cancer biomarkers were developed on SP-IRIS. However, LED-
IRIS played a major role in the assay development and optimization by allowing the 
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characterization of the spotted probes. We show in this dissertation that spot morphology 
and probe density affects the results of the SP-IRIS assays. In this dissertation we 
demonstrate how the use of both IRIS modalities are necessary for the development of a 
quantitative and sensitive assay. 
- Chapter 2 discusses the development of LED-based IRIS. We describe the design of 
the LED-based IRIS system. We show that the performance of the LED-Based IRIS is 
comparable to the previously developed laser-based system. A new novel method to 
reduce the noise from intensity fluctuation of the illumination source is presented. This 
new method, termed self-referencing, simplified the optical design of the IRIS system by 
eliminating the need of an external photodetector. 
-Chapter 3 discusses the development of SP-IRIS. We describe the use of a common 
path interferometer on the IRIS substrate provides significant signal amplification, 
therefore, allowing the visualization of individual nanoparticles on the surface. We 
describe how having a common path interferometer on the IRIS substrate allows 
quantitative characterization of the nanoparticles. SP-IRIS stze and shape 
characterization was demonstrated and validated through SEM and use of particles with 
known size and shape. 
-Chapter 4 discusses the use of SP-IRIS as a label-free virus sensor. We describe the 
use of size filtering and data analysis for virus sensing. Also we show the effects of spot 
morphology and spot density on virus capture and counting. 
-Chapter 5 discusses the development of an assay for detection of Ebola and Marburg 
viruses. We demonstrate detection in serum and whole human blood. 
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-Chapter 6 discusses single molecule detection usmg nanoparticle labels. We 
demonstrate DNA detection at attomolar levels. We show preliminary results of 
detecting NRP-2 mRNA levels from Mel 1 melanoma cancer cells. 
-Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation and presents future work. 
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Chapter 2 
INTERFEROMETRIC REFLECTANCE IMAGING SENSOR (IRIS) 
In this chapter, we describe LED based IRIS. We describe the detection principle of 
spectral reflectance imaging and how the technique was modified to use light emitting 
diodes (LEDs). Experiments will be presented in this chapter that shows that compact 
and robust LED based IRIS platform can be as quantitative and sensitive as the tunable 
laser IRIS (previously referred to as SRlli) that was developed by Ozkumur et al.[43] 
2.1 Detection Principle - Spectral Reflectance Imaging Interferometry 
2.1.1 Interferometry using layered substrate 
Interferometry is a well-known technique to measure surface topography and thin films. 
Well-known techniques like ellipsometry utilized interference to measure film 
thicknesses with sub-nanometer accuracy. In the last two decades interferometry has 
gain popularity for measuring biomolecular interactions on a solid substrate. Recently, 
Ozkumur et al. [43], introduced a simple spectral reflectance imaging sensor (SRIB) for 
multiplexed label-free detection of biomolecular interactions on a silicon substrate with 
a thermally grown oxide top layer which is functionalized with capture probes. The 
reflectance from the buried Si-Si02 and the Si02-air interface interfere giving a spectral 
reflectance curve that is dependent on the optical path distance (OPD) between the two 
interfaces. Therefore, adhesion of biomolecules to the top surface increases the OPD 
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resulting in a shifc in the spectral reflection curve. 
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Figure 1. Principles of reflection spectroscopy for biosensing. The multi-layered surface is illuminated with 
a broadband light source (white light). The reflected light from the different layers undergoes interference 
resulting in spectral fringes. These fringes are observed using a spectrometer. The fringes undergo a 
frequency shift when the layer thickness changes, for example binding of biomass to the top layer. 
Traditionally to acquire the spectral reflectance signature from a surface a white light 
source and a spectrometer is used (Figure 1). This method is inherently a single point 
measurement that limits the capability of the method to do dynamic measurements with 
large array size. Instead IRIS acquires the spectral signature by imaging the entire sensor 
surface at once with a CCD camera and illuminating the surface at a single wavelength at 
a time using a tunable laser. To measure the spectral changes, the tunable laser is swept 
across a range of wavelengths, and each pixel of the CCD camera measures the intensity 
of light at different wavelengths, forming a 3-dimensional array of data. These data 
points for each pixel are fitted to the curve governed ·by Fresnel equations. 
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The Fresnel equations were derived by Augustin-Jean Fresnel and describe the behavior 
of light when moving through media with different refractive indices. Fresnel reflection 
is the reflection of light from the interface of two media with different refractive indices. 
When light moves from the first media to the second media, both reflection and 
refraction occur. The fraction of incident light intensity that is reflected from the 
interface is given by the reflection coefficient R. The wavelength dependence of the 
Fresnel reflection is used to determine the thickness of the first media through which the 
light passed. Referring to equations 1, 2 and 3, shown below, we see that every element 
of the equation is either a known constant or a parameter that will be set by the system, 
except 'd', the surface thickness and 'R', the reflection coefficient. 
Equation 1: 
2 rf + ri + 2r1 r2 cos (2<!>) R = lrl = ---,,.......,......------
rfri + 2r1 r2 cos (2<1>) 
where r1 and r2 are the Fresnel reflection coefficients of the air-Si02 (or buffer-Si02) and 
Si-Si02 interfaces respectively. The reflection coefficients can be calculated by 
Equation 2: 
where nl, nox, and nsi are the refractive indices of air (or buffer), SiOz, and Si 
respectively. The OPD is described by the phase difference, ¢, from equation 1, which is 
given by: 
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Equation 3: 
Here, dis the thickness of the layer (Si02 or Si02 plus the biomolecule layer), nox is the 
refractive index of Si02, A. is the wavelength of the incident light, and the 8 is the angle 
of incidence. IRIS uses low angles of illumination and collection; therefore, the angle of 
incidence can be assumed to be near zero (cos8 = 1) .R values for each wavelength of 
light used are calculated directly from the intensity measurements made by the CCD 
camera. These data points, (R, A.), are used to fit curves based on Equation 1 for each 
pixel. Spectral shifts in these Fresnel curves from pixel to pixel are used to determine the 
corresponding changes in surface thickness. 
2.1.2 Laser based IRIS 
To accurately record the spectral fringes for each pixel the substrate is illuminated with 
an external cavity tunable diode laser that has sub-nanometer linewidth. Figure 2(a) 
shows the concept of recording a spectral signature for each pixel on the CCD camera. 
Figure 2(b) shows the shift which results from the change in the top layer of the 
substrate which consists of oxide + biomass. As the top layer thickness changes the 
spectral fringes shift and can be quantified as an added thickness as described in Section 
2.1.1. Figure 2(b) also shows that changes in the top layer thickness can also be 
monitored at a single wavelength if you are sitting near the inflection point of the 
spectral curve. However, intensity based measurements at a single wavelength are not 
robust because the substrate needs to be at a precise oxide thickness. Another drawback 
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to using single wavelength measurements is that for large thiclmess changes there will 
be uncertainty in the intensity value because the shift could have resulted in an equal 
. intensity measurement at next inflection point of the sinusoidal curve. 
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Figure 2. Detection principle of IRIS. (a) Biomolecules are spotted on the IRIS substrate (Si02 on Si). For 
each illuminating wavelength the reflected light intensity is recorded by a CCD camera. (b) For each pixel 
intensity values are recorded for multiple wavelengths. Therefore for each pixel there is a wavelength vs. 
· reflectivity curve which undergoes a shift as oxide+ biolayer thickness changes. Adapted from [ 43]. 
Figure 3 shows the SRIB optical setup developed by Ozkumur et al. The optical setup 
consists of a fiber coupled tunable diode laser (NewFocus- TLB6300 Velocity) used for 
illuminating the sample. This custom made laser has the tuning capability from 764 nm 
to 784 nm (off-the-shelf products can tune between 765 and 781 nm). During the 
experiments, the wavelength was tuned with lnm steps for a range that cover a full 
period of the spectral curve. Because of the limited tunable range of the laser a thick 
oxide layer of l7Jlm is required. A low NA objective from Navitar is used to image the 
sample onto a CCD camera (Qimaging RoleraXR). A rotating ground glass is used in the 
illumination path to disrupt the spatial coherence of the laser to clear the speckle in the 
image. A photo detector is also used to balance the power noise of the laser. 
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Figure 3. Laser based IRIS platform. (a) Optical setup of the laser based IRIS. An external cavity tunable 
diode laser is coupled into a single mode fiber. The fiber . splits the laser light; one arm goes to a 
photodetector and the other arm illuminates the substrate. The laser light is collimated on the substrate. 
Rotating ground glass is placed in the illumination path to reduce spatial coherence. The light is reflected of 
the sample and collected using a low NA imaging lens onto a CCD camera. 
2.2 LED-based Interferometric Reflectance Imaging Sensor 
IRIS has been reviewed as one of the most promising new label-free detection systems 
by Nature Biotech.[?] The laser based IRIS has been proven to be an accurate and 
quantitative platform for detecting molecular binding interactions on layered reflective 
silicon substrates. It provides a means to screen for several different interactions, 
including protein-protein, DNA-protein, and DNA-DNA.[43-46] While the laser based 
IRIS is an excellent, quantitative system, its major drawback is that it uses a large, 
expensive tunable laser as the light source as well as moving optical components, and 
this is not practical for Point of Care (POC) and field applications. The ideal solution to 
this problem was to design and develop a system that incorporates the optical method of 
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detection used by the laser based IRIS, but replaces the laser source and movmg 
components with components better suited for such applications. 
To make IRIS more robust for POC and field applications we proposed to replace the 
laser illumination system with multiple discrete LEDs. This led to the development of an 
LED based spectral reflectance imaging based sensor which we will refer to in the rest 
of this document as LED-IRIS.[47] The compact LED-IRIS uses the principle behind 
the laser based IRIS, but in an easy-to-use, low cost, and robust platform. We present a 
new system that uses four LEDs at various wavelengths in the visible spectrum as the 
illumination sources. This greatly simplifies and reduces the physical as well as 
economic footprint of the IRIS by eliminating the bulky tunable laser. Since LEDs emit 
incoherent light, the system is capable of functioning without any moving optical 
components used to remove coherence in laser light, which will make it more efficient 
and robust. 
The results presented will show that the LED-based biosensor developed is a versatile 
platform capable of high-throughput antigen, DNA and virus detection. We have 
achieved a noise floor in our system of 3 pm, which corresponds to a mass accumulation 
on the surface of3 pg/mm2. 
.. 
· • 
2.2.1 Substrate Selection 
A common path interferometer can be made from many different materials as long as 
there are buried reflective interface that can interfere with the top surface and allow the 
calculation of the OPD using the Fresnel equations. For LED-IRIS, like the laser based 
IRIS, a silicon substrate is used and an oxide layer is thermally grown to a prec1se 
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-thickness for the top layer. Silicon samples were chemically and mechanically polished 
to better than 0.4 nm roughness as measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM), 
followed by thermal growth of the oxide layer. Thermal oxide growth is self-limiting 
and highly uniform, virtually eliminating noise associated with variations in oxide 
thickness. The Si-Si02 wafers were provided by Silicon Valley Microelectronics Inc. 
(SVM). Another advantage of using a silicon substrate is that it performs as a light 
dump for the light that does not reflect from the Si-Si02 interface eliminating light from 
reflecting back and saturating the camera. 
2.2.2 Selection of Illumination Source 
Figure 4. Photo of Perkin-Elmer ACULED VHL surface-mount LED package. Total diameter= 14mm 
As stated previously, the SRIB uses a tunable laser scanned over 20 wavelengths of light 
at 1 nm increments, emitted from a common point source. Since the bandwidth of each 
laser emission is very narrow, the intensity versus wavelength curves can essentially be 
sampled from single points. LEDs, on the other hand, inherently have a wider spectrum 
of emission, so the intensity measurements obtained by the CCD camera is actually the 
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result of a Gaussian distribution of wavelengths about the peak wavelength emission of 
the diode. Therefore, LEDs were chosen that had wavelength emissions with the 
narrowest possible spectrum. Also, conventional 5 mm T -3/4 LED packages could not 
be used because they were too big and therefore had to be spaced too far apart such that 
they were not close to mimicking a point source oli a single optical axis. To meet these 
requirements, the ACULED VHL surface-mount LED package from Perkin-Elmer was 
chosen ( 
Figure 4). 
The LED package contains four independently driven diodes at peak wavelengths of 455 
nm, 518 nm, 598 nm, 635 nm (blue, green, yellow, and red, respectively). The four 
diodes are very small in size and spatially close. They also have illumination intensities 
in the range necessary for optimal signal using the CCD camera with short exposure 
times. 
2.2.3 Selection of baseline oxide thickness based on ACULED VHL LEDs 
As Fresnel Theory shows, the periodicity of the curves derived from the Fresnel equation 
is highly dependent on the baseline silicon dioxide thickness on the silicon surface. 
Figure 5(a-c) show simulated reflectivity curves from generated intensity data derived for 
wavelengths from 400-700 nm at 1 nm increments. 
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Figure 5. Fitted Fresnel Resonance curves simulated for (a) 300 nm, (b) 350 nm, and (c) 500 nm baseline 
oxide thicknesses. The blue curve indicates the curve fit for the baseline thickness in each case, while the 
red curve shows the shifted curve for a 10 nm increase on the baseline. The colored circles on figure (c) 
represent the locations of the wavelengths of the 4 LEDs used for the simulation. 
The .plots above represent idealized curves should intensity reflection measurements be 
taken across the entire visible spectrum. As the figures show, even a 150nm increase in 
baseline oxide thickness dramatically changes the shape and periodicity of the curves. 
These are only three examples of curves generated for a range of oxide thicknesses from 
- ... =:.:. ... . ~-.. ~.· ·· 
200.nm to .lOOO nm. Based on these simulations, it was determined that a baseline oxide 
thickness of 500 nm was the best because of where the LEDs fall on the curve. The 
colored circles (corresponding to the wavelengths of the ACULED surface-mount 
LEDs) are superimposed on the 500 nm curve at the location of their peak emission. The 
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position of the LEDs' emission spectra with respect to the reflectance curve is critical for 
allowing the accurate measurement of the shift due to change in the thickness of the top 
layer. The spectra ofthree of the LEDs (455 nm, 518 nm, and 635 nm) were chosen to 
sample the linear region of the reflectance curve. The near symmetry of the LEDs' 
emission spectra when sampling the linear region of the curve allows for approximating 
the LED emission as a single peak at the central wavelength. The yellow LED (598 nm) 
helps the fitting by pinning the minimum of the reflectance curve over one period. 
The blue, green, and red diodes are positioned at regions of the curve where there is a 
large intensity contrast between 500 nm of thickness and 510 nm of thickness. By 
choosing the 500 nm baseline oxide thickness, the system has a much higher sensitivity 
measuring the smallest changes in accumulation on the surface. 
2.2.4 ~lidation of baseline oxide thickness: Expected accuracy and precision 
To better understand the implications and effects of the 500 nm baseline oxide layer, 
further simulations were conducted to characterize the accuracy and precision of fitting 
reflectance data to the Fresnel Equation over several samples with shot noise based on 
the full well capacity of the CCD camera being used. The simulations were done in 
Matlab by generating reflectivity measurements for the peak wavelengths of the four 
LEDs for different oxide thicknesses. To simulate the effect of noise in the system, the 
theoretical reflectivity values generated were multiplied by the shot noise. These values 
were then fitted to the Fresnel reflectivity curve using a linear regression, averaged for 
100 samples. To estimate the accuracy of the fit, a 5 nm height accumulation was 
simulated for each tested oxide thickness from 300 nm to 550 nm (Figure 6a). Next, to 
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estimate the precision of the fit, the standard deviation of the 5 nm step measurements , 
was calculated.(Figure 6b). 
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Figure 6. (a) Plot showing measured value of a 5nm step increase for baseline oxide thicknesses in the 
range of 300-55 Onm to show accuracy of fits. (b) Plot showing the standard deviation of fitting for the 100 
samples for the given range of oxide thicknesses. 
Figure 6a shows that the measurements of the 5 nm height change are not accurately 
calculated at every oxide thickness, but that an exception is at the 350 nm baseline oxide 
thickness. However, figure 6b shows that the measurements are not stable at 350 nm 
because deviation from the nominal 350 nm thickness will result in a significant 
decrease in precision. A stable oxide thickness is 500 nm because the standard deviation 
is constant for the surrounding region. While the accuracy of the system is not perfect at 
this thickness, accuracy can be calibrated for because spectral reflectance measurements 
. have a characterized linear behavior.[9] 
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2.3 LED-IRIS system hardware 
2.3.1 Optical Setup 
The optical setup for this system was designed by using all of the conditions and 
parameters required by Fresnel Theory and the established work of the laser based IRIS. 
Similar to incoherent filament sources like light bulbs, LEDs tend to exhibit "hot spots" 
in images and cause the region of illumination to be nonuniform. Nonuniform 
illumination for consistency across an ROI is essential for reliable, high sensitivity 
measurements using this system. 
LED 
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Figure 7 Schematic illustration of optical setup. The focal lengths of all lenses are given. Achromatic lenses 
are shown in blue; IRIS, the beam splitter, and the CCD are shown in black. Illuminating light is shown in 
red and reflected light is shown in green. 
To address this issue, Kohler Illumination, a technique developed by August Kohler in 
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1893, was employed to remove the light source from the plane of the image. Figure 7: 
shows a schematic of the optical setup. At the far left is the LED source, which is 
illuminated through the first achromatic lens. The field iris is placed at the conjugate 
(Fourier) plane of the substrate to control the field of illumination on the sample as well 
as the glare in the image. The second lens in this sequence is placed to focus light 
through the beam splitter and image the light source at the back focal plane of the Nikon 
objective lens. Illuminating light then reflects off of the silicon substrate and travels 
through the objective lens to be imaged on the Qlmaging Retiga 1600xl200 pixel CCD 
array camera. The tube lens is used ·on the reflection path to control the imaging· -
magnification of the system. 
Using this setup, the image of the light source is removed from the plane of the substrate 
image, and instead appears at the back focal plane of the objective, where it is not seen 
in the final image. Objective lenses can be interchanged via the custom machined 
objective holder that affixes to the bottom of the beam splitter cube. Regardless of which 
magnification of objective lens is used in the system, the back focal plane is always in 
the same place when the objective is secured in the setup, and therefore the system is 
parfocal. The system, therefore, can have the ability to resolve at high range of 
magnifications simply by changing objectives. 
The most important aspect of the optical setup was ensuring that all components in the 
illumination path were perfectly in line and perpendicular to all · of the in line 
components in the reflection path. All of the optical components are held in place using 
the 30 mm cage setups and posts developed by Thorlabs. X-y translational holders are 
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used to ensure precise tuning of optical elements along the optical ax1s. An x-y-z 
translational stage is fixed under the objective lens to move and focus the sample. The 
optical setup is mounted on a 16" x 12" optical breadboard for stability and mobility. 
2.3.2 Front-End Electronics 
Figure 8a shows an illustration of the ACULED surface mount LED package, which 
contains the four diodes in the center, surrounded by eight gold contacts for soldering 
wires. Figure 8b and 8c show the mounting fixture designed for this source, containing a 
recessed region with two screw holes to secure the LED housing and eight thru-holes 
around the perimeter for soldered wires to be routed behind the source and to the 
electronics. The holder was machined from aluminum, and silver-based thermal heat-
sinking grease was applied at the interface of the LED package and the holder to conduct 
and transfer heat away from the LED sources. This is intended to reduce the thermal 
noise associated with the current flow into the LEDs, and therefore help to maintain 
sensitivity. The LED holder was designed to fit within existing 30 mm cage circular lens 
holders to facilitate alignment and incorporation with the rest of the optical setup. The 
electronics controlling the switching and current supply to the LEDs were installed on a 
solderless breadboard. A schematic diagram of the circuit is shown below in Figure 9. 
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Figure 8 (a) Surface mount LED package showing four diodes (Cl-C4) in the center and eight soldering 
contacts around perimeter. (b) Dimensioned drawing for LED holder. (c) Solid isometric view of LED 
holder. 
The intent of this circuit is to switch, using software control, between the four different 
LEDs using the output channels of National Instruments 6009 DAQ and a universal 
power supply~:.,;The upper part of the circuit is used as a constant current source which 
compensates for any current fluctuations caused by the power supply or the self-heating 
characteristics of the LEDs. Four circuit sections were built in parallel and tuned for 
each specific LED, based on the current/intensity output curves specified for each 
wavelength. The current driving each LED is tuned based on the optimal intensity 
output captured by the CCD camera. 
Each of the four circuit sections, corresponding to a single diode, is powered by a 
common 4V power supply (a). The NPN-transistors at the bottom of the schematic (b) 
act as the switches, for each diode, and only allow current to pass through them when 
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Figure 9. Schematic Diagram of front-end circuitry controlling switching and power to LEDs 
they are activated by a 5V output supplied by the channel of the DAQ (c) specific to that 
- . 
diode. When one of the four diodes is switched on by the DAQ, the N -channel FET 
transistor (d) is turned on by resistor at (e). The amount of current driving each LED is 
determined by this resistor value, as it is directly related to the V os of the FET transistor. 
A potentiometer is used at (e) to attain the appropriate current for each LED. The NPN-
transistor (f) then acts as an over-current sensing switch. When the current through the 
LED becomes too high, the voltage drop across resistor at (g) activates the NPN-
transistor, which draws current away from the LED, creating a feedback loop that 
stabilizes the current. 
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2A Noise Analysis 
2.4.1 On-chip self-referencing 
Monitoring the illumination intensity with an external photodetector is perhaps the most 
common method to reducing the unwanted effects of intensity fluctuations. The 
ruonitored intensity can be fed back as part of a closed loop control system to stabilize 
the illumination, or otherwise simply recorded for a post processing normalization as 
done by the laser based IRIS.[ 43] While this external photodiode provides the necessary 
reference, its implementation requires additional optical components and splitting the 
illumination path and thus it is prone to misalignment and vibrations in opto-mechanical 
systems. 
On the LED-IRIS substrate we implemented an alternative method that centers on the 
use of reference regions on the sample itself to compensate for incident light fluctuation. 
Reference regions are essentially dedicated pixels of the intensity images that 
correspond to reference regions of the sample. Data from these "self-referencing" 
regions can thus be acquired as part of the spectral image of the sample and be used to 
normalize the spectral information acquired from the rest of the field of view (FOV) to 
correct for temporal incident light fluctuations. Ideally, the reference regions are areas of 
the sample with a predictable reflection that is independent of the wavelength of 
illumination or any other variable under test. Considering that most materials are 
dispersive, a deterministic reflectance spectrum that does not vary during the sensing 
experiment can be utilized instead, i.e., the reflection spectrum of the reference regions 
does not change with biomolecular adsorption.[48] 
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For reflection-based imaging systems, a spectrally invariant metal spot, for instance, can 
be placed on the sample within the imaging FOV to serve as a self-referencing region. 
For the LED-IRIS platform we utilize the Si-air (or Si-solution) interface as the self-
referencing region with deterministic reflectance spectra. These self-referencing regions 
are created by simply etching the oxide layer down to the Si surface in certain areas of 
the sample. Likewise, for transmission-based imaging systems, the reference region can 
simply be a through hole in the sample that allows incident light to pass through without 
modification by the sample. Figure 10 illustrates the traditional photodetector method of 
intensity fluctuation monitoring that was used for SRIB (Figure lOa) as well as the 
concept of self-referencing for both IRIS, a reflection-based system (Figure lOb), and a 
typical transmission-based system (Figure lOc). 
(b) (c) 
Figure 10. Implementation of self-referencing. Illustration comparing (a) traditional photodetector 
monitoring of incident light intensity, and the alternative self-referenced monitoring shown for both (b) 
reflection (SRIB with etched substrate) and (c) transmission techniques (substrate with thru-hole). Yellow 
circles indicate biomolecular probes. Two light beams are drawn in (b) and (c) simply for ease of 
representation. In actuality, there is clearly a single beam of incident light, of which, parts of the beam 
interact different with the different regions of the sample. Adapted from [ 48]. 
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2.4.2 Materials and Method£ 
Reference regions were fabricated by patterning a 500 nm thick Si02 surface with S 1813 
photoresist and acid etching the patterns with BOE (6:1) to expose regions of bare Si 
substrate. To demonstrate the proof-of-concept, a protein array was imaged by the LED-
IRIS utilizing self-referencing. Human Serum Albumin (HSA) was spotted on a 
substrate with reference regions. The surface was functionalized prior to spotting for 
covalent attachment of proteins.[49, 50] After overnight incubation in a humidity 
chamber, the substrate was washed and dried under argon. 
A grayscale image of the sample taken by the LED-IRIS is shown below in Figure 11. 
The bare Si reference region is indicated by the bright square in the top right comer of 
the image. These regions are not functionalized and the only biomass accumulation 
would be due to non-specific binding. ill typical experiments, non-specific binding is 
very small corresponding to a negligible dielectric film on the bare Si surface. The 
unspecific binding has no wavelength dependence for the bare Si and only shifts in 
intensity uniformly. Therefore, when normalizing by the reflectance data from the 
reference region, these uniform changes due to non-specific binding do not affect the 
frequency shifting spectral signature due to specific binding. Thus, regardless of non-
specific binding on them, the reference regions will remain effective incident light 
monitors without disturbing specific binding measurements.[48] 
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Figure 11. Fitted grayscale image of self-referencing substrate spotted with Anti-HAS. The green box 
represents the pixels used for averaging the self-referencing region. The blue box indicates the pixel area 
used to give an average background height. The red box indicates the pixel area used to determine the 
average height in the spot. 
2.4.3 Results 
The region of interest shown in Figure 12 was scanned 20 times repeatedly using 100 
frames for averaging for each wavelength. The raw data was normalized by a mirror scan 
(blank Si image), followed by the average intensity from the self-referencing region for 
each of the wavelengths individually. The average spot height was found for the scan by 
subtracting the average height of the background from the average height of the spot. 
This was done for each of the 20 scans and the RMS deviation in the measured spot 
height was found. The same scan files were then fit without using the normalization from 
the self-referencing region for comparison. 
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Figure 12. RMS deviation in measured spot height using self-referencing and not using self referencing. 
The RMS deviation in spot height was calculated to be 3.15 pm using self-referencing 
and 38.19 pm without using self-referencing. This is a 1 0-fold reduction in the noise floor 
through the use of the self-referencing substrates to normalize for temporal fluctuations in 
the LED intensities. 
2.5 Biological Experiments 
In this section we describe in detail the biological experiments done to validate the LED-
IRIS system against the results achieved with the laser based IRIS. We demonstrate 
quantitative measurement of added biomass of proteins. We demonstrate real-time 
measurement of protein-protein interaction and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) 
detection through dynamic monitoring of DNA hybridization and melting.[47] Finally, 
we demonstrate the application in vims detection.[51] 
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2.5.1 Surface functionalization fm· biologicaR experiments 
LED-IRIS sensor chips were made of 15 mm square silicon chips with 500 nm of 
thermally grown oxide purchased from SVM (Santa Clara, CA). The samples were 
sonicated and washed extensively using acetone, methanol, and deionized water to 
remove any dust and impurities. To functionalize the surface for immobilization of 
biomolecules, the chips were coated with a copoly(N,N-dimethylacrylamide-
acryloyloxysuccinimide-3 ( trimethoxysil yl )-propyl methacrylate) ( copoly(D MA-NAS-
MAPS)) polymer described in detail elsewhere.[49] Briefly, the samples were first 
washed in a solution of O.lM NaOH to activate the surface for polymer coating. Then the 
chips were immersed in the polymer solution (1 %, w/v polymer in an aqueous solution of 
20% saturated ammonium sulfate) for 30 minutes, then washed extensively with DI 
water, dried with argon, and baked at 80 °C for 15 minutes. The polymer-coated chips 
were kept in a desiccator until use. The polymer coating covalently attaches to the oxide 
surface and is used to immobilize biological probes using N -hydroxysuccinimide 
chemistry via amide linkages (Figure 13). The surface functionalization described here is 
used for all the biological experiments described in this document and will be referred to 
as the co-poly polymer. 
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Figure 13. IRIS chip functionalization. (a) Shows the method of attachment of the polymer to the IRIS chip 
surface. (b) Shows the 3D property of the polymer. Biomolecules are randomly immobilized iri a 3D 
solution like matrix. Adapted from reference[ 49]. 
2.5.2 Materials and Methods 
Mass density quantification and calibration 
The response of the system to a given adsorbed mass on the surface was quantified using 
purified bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Sigma, St. .Louis, MO). The purification and 
precise spotting of BSA on the sensor's surface was described in detail by Ozkumur et 
al. [ 44] Briefly, after BSA was purified through dialysis it was lyophilized and re-
dissolved in Milli-Q water to a concentration of 2 mg/ml. Then the BSA was serially 
diluted in Milli-Q water using high precision pipettes from Gilson (Middleton, WI). The 
solutions were spotted using a Scienion SciFlexarrayer S5 piezoelectric arrayer (Berlin, 
Germany) equipped with the sciDrop VOLUME software, a tool to measure the absolute 
volume of the droplets dispensed by a SciFlexarrayer piezo nozzle. For each spot, a 
photograph ofthe actual droplet in midair is used to calculate the spotted volume. Based 
on the spot volume and concentration of the BSA solution, BSA was spotted from 25 pg 
to 400 pg. IRIS measurements were made on the sensor's surface after water was 
allowed to evaporate leaving behind only the protein on the surface. 
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Dynamic measurement of protein-protein binding and DNA hybridization 
Biomolecules were spotted with BioOdyssey Calligrapher MiniArrayer (Bio-Rad) after 
surface functionalization. Human serum albumin (HSA), Rabbit IgG (RA), anti-Rabbit 
IgG (a-RA) and Mouse IgG (MA) were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO); anti-
HSA (a-HSA) was purchased from Abeam (Cambridge, MA}. All proteins were spotted 
at 1 mg/mL concentration in PBS (pH 7.4). All DNA oligonucleotides were purchased 
from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA). The sequence of the probes are 
shown in Table 1, and the design criteria for the probes are described elsewhere.[45] All 
oligonucleotide probes were 5' amine functionalized for immobilization on the polymer 
surface. Spotting concentration was 25 !JM in 150 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 
8.5). 
Table 1. Oligonucleotide sequences used for dynamic detection of DNA hybridization and denaturation 
with LED-IRIS. 
Name Sequence Type Sequence 
T1 40·mer target 5'/CGACGACCG GAAACTffi ATAGCG CAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/3' 
40P 40·mer1 5' amine; complimentary to T1 5'/ m m m TIT TIT GCG CTA TAA AAG TTT CCG GTC GTC G /31 
40N 40-mer, S'amine; negative control 5'/CGACGA CCG GAAACTffi ATAGCGCAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/3' 
T2 20-mer target 5'/TGC AGA CGA CCA GCG GAA AT/31 
PM 18-me~ S'amine; complimentary to T2 5' tm CCG CTG GTC GTC TGC/3' 
MM 18-merl 5' amine; 1 mismatch (bold) 5' /TTI CCG CTC GTC GTC TGC/3' 
OM 18-merl 5' amine; 2 mismatches (bold) 5'/ffi CCCCTG GTC CTCTGC/31 
The spotted arrays were kept overnight at 75% humidity to allow the probes to bind to 
the surface and inactivate any unbound NHS groups to prevent later background 
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binding. The protein arrays were washed three times in 1X PBS with 0.2% Tween, three 
times in 1X PBS, and three times in DI water for 30 seconds each on a shaker and then 
dried with argon gas. The DNA arrays were washed four times in 6X SSPE with 0.01% 
Tween on a shaker for 10 minutes each, rinsed with DI water, and dried with argon gas. 
Samples were placed in a custom-made fiow cell with a volume of 120 JlL to measure 
real-time biomolecular interactions. Target analyte solutions were driven through 
0.22Jlm filters from Millipore at a constant flow rate 120 JlL/min using a peristaltic 
pump (Control Company, Friendswood, TX). The flow chamber was sealed by a silicone 
rubber sheet and glass window with an anti-reflection coating in the visible and near IR 
range (Edmund Optics). Incubations and measurements took place at room temperature. 
The same five proteins that were used for spotting were used as targets to study protein-
protein interaction. HSA, a-HSA, RA, a-RA, and MA were flowed in sequentially at a 
concentration of 1 Jlg/mL in PBS. For DNA interaction studies, both target 
oligonucleotides were flowed in at a concentration of 1 11M in a hybridization buffer that 
was composed of 100 mM MES, 1M [Na+], and 20 mM EDTA buffer. The 
hybridization buffer was diluted 1:20 and used as the wash buffer following 
hybridization. It was further diluted to have 0.5 mM [Na+] m order to monitor 
denaturation kinetics of a single nucleotide mismatch hybrids. 
Virus detection chip preparation 
Co-poly polymer functionalized chips were used for all the experiments described here. 
Antibody probes were spotted at a concentration in the range of 0.25- 0.5 mg/mL in 
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at pH = 7.4. Depending on the experiment, the 
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following antibodies/proteins were immobilized as two identical grids consisting of 1 0 
replicates for each different probe: anti-VSV-G (monoclonal 8G5, monoclonal 1E9), 
anti-VSV-M (monoclonal 23H12), anti-VSV-N (monoclonal 10G4), anti-Vaccinia 
(Lister strain, polyclonal), rabbit/mouse immunoglobulin G (IgG), and human or bovine 
serum albumin (HSA/BSA). VSV antibodies were supplied by J.H. Connor. The 
commercially available anti-Vaccinia (#ab35219) and anti-VSV-G (#ab27026) 
antibodies were purchased from Abeam, Inc. (Cambridge, MA). Spotting was achieved 
using a BioOdyssey TM Calligrapher TM MiniArrayer (Bio-Rad). Immediately after 
spotting all chips kept at 75% humidity overnight and washed the following day for 
excess adsorbed probe. The washing procedure was performed in a low power sonicator 
as follows: chips were submerged in PBS with 0.1% Tween-20 (PBST) three times for 
three minutes each, followed by PBS three times for three minutes each, and lastly, 
stored in fresh PBS at 4°C until use. 
Virus sample preparation and incubations 
Wild-type (WT) VSV sample solutions were prepared using either a stock of 
fluorescently labeled virus at a concentration of 109 plaque-forming units/mL 
(PFUs/mL) or non-labeled virus at a concentration of 3.5 x 109 PFUs/mL. These 
solutions were then further diluted in PBS or Dulbecco's modified Eagle's media 
(DMEM) with 7% fetal bovine serum (FBS) to make varying concentrations in the range 
of 109 to 104 PFUs/mL. All solutions were well-mixed prior to incubation with low 
speed vortexing. Lysed virus samples were prepared using NP-40 lysis buffer, low 
power sonication, and centlifugation followed by filtration to remove unwanted 
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particulate matter. Incubations were performed by submerging the antibody-
functionalized substrates in each solution with continuous agitation, from 0.5 to 18.5 
hours, followed by a short wash in PBST, PBS, and then DI water prior to measurement. 
2.5.3 Mass density quantification and calibration 
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Figure 14. Quantification and Calibration. (a) Fitted grayscale LED-IRIS image of BSA spotted at 
different masses. (b) Plot of weighted sum of material thickness from LED-IRIS measurements versus 
spotted mass on the surface. The y-axis is given as nm-mm2 by multiplying the average spot height by the 
area of the inner circle to normalize for varying spot sizes. The error bars reflect the standard deviation for 
16 spots of the same condition. Adapted from [47]. 
Figure 14a shows the BSA spotted sample used for calibration of measured optical path 
length difference to accumulated biomass. As outlined in the methods section, the 
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spotted mass was calculated from the spot volume and concentration of the BSA 
solution. The average IRIS measurements of a 3x6 array for each of the spotted 
conditions, normalized by the spot area, is plotted versus the spotted mass, 
demonstrating a linear fit with an R2=0.99 (Figure 14b ). From the slope of the linear fit a 
relationship between the surface density of the spotted BSA and measured height was 
calculated to be 1.3 ng/mm2 for 1 nm ofheight increase. This calibration differs from the 
value established by Ozkumur by 8%, a difference that can be attributed to experimental 
differences such as the preparation of the known protein solutions used for spotting.[44] 
The spotted BSA density for 400 pg of total mass was calculated to be approximately 10 
ng/mnl. Therefore the linearity of the data shows that this system can accurately 
measure surface mass from 5.2 pg/mm2 to 10 ng/mm2, a dynamic range of four orders of 
magnitude. This experiment demonstrates that four LEDs can achieve the same 
quantification power and system linearity for IRIS measurements as a tunable laser, 
which uses a narrow (1 nm) bandwidth to sample the reflectivity curve. 
2.5.4 Dynamic Protein Detection 
The LED-IRIS is capable of multiplexed detection of multiple target-probe interactions 
on the same functionalized sample. To demonstrate the multiplexed detection capability 
of the platform for monitoring dynamic protein -protein interactions, five spotted 
antigens and antibodies were monitored (HSA, anti-HSA (a-HSA), Rabbit IgG (RA), 
anti-Rabbit IgG (a-RA), Mouse IgG (MA)) as their complementary targets were flowed 
in. Figure 15a-e show grayscale images taken after the flow of each complementary 
target demonstrating the incremental height change of the spotted conditions. 
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Measurements were taken every two minutes to monitor binding kinetics of the 
introduced target to its corresponding probe on the surface (Figure 15b ). Initially, PBS 
was flowed for 15 minutes to wash off any non-covalently bound probes. The PBS wash 
cycle was repeated after the introduction of a new target into the flow chamber. After the 
PBS wash, HSA was introduced into the flow chamber for 50 minutes and 0.3 ng/mm2 
of binding was detected on the a-HSA spot. Then a-HSA was flowed for 50 minutes and 
2.6 ng/mm2 height increase was detected on the HSA spots while an additional 0.96 
ng/mm2 was detected on a-HSA spots where antigen had already been captured, creating 
a sandwich assay. RA was then flowed for 50 minutes and 0. 7 ng/mm2 of binding was 
detected on the a-RA spots. This was then followed by a 50 minute flow of a-RA in 
which binding was detected on the RA and the a-RA showing 3.1 and 2 ng/mm2 
increases, respectively, once again showing the sandwich effect. Finally a-MA was 
flowed and 5.85 ng/mm2 of binding was detected on the MA spots. At the end of the 
experiment 20mM HCl was flowed to regenerate the initial probe surface. Targets were 
then flowed again and binding was observed with minimal degradation of the sensor 
surface. 
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Figure 15. Dynamic protein binding interactions. (a) Series of IRIS images showing incremental height 
change for 12 spots each of 5 different probes on the sensor's surface. (b) Plot showing the dynamic 
binding kinetics of the different antigen-antibody pairs. The kinetics of a single spot are shown for each of 
the conditions with an RMS noise floor of 20 pm per spot calculated during the initial PBS wash. Time 
points at which specific targets were introduced into the flow chamber are specified. The drop at the end of 
the experiment is caused by the flow of 20 mM hydrochloric acid to regenerate the sensor surface for reuse . 
Adapted from [ 4 7]. 
Multiplexed detection of antigen-antibody interactions demonstrates the capability of the 
LED-IRIS platform to perform multiple tests on the same protein microarray and to 
potentially reuse the same microarray for repeated testing. While the protein experiment 
shown in Figure 15 was conducted on an array of 60 spots, a microarray can be 
constructed from thousands of spots depending on the imaging sensor (CCD) area. 
Additionally, for added confirmation in a diagnostic application, a sandwich assay as 
demonstrated in the above experiment may be used to increase sensitivity by amplifying 
the signal. Likewise, in research applications, where understanding binding kinetics 
may be of interest, LED-IRIS is able to monitor dynamic binding interactions 
effectively. 
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2.5.5 Dynamic Measurement of DNA hybridization and denaturation kinetics 
The versatility of the LED-IRIS platform is demonstrated through monitoring of DNA 
hybridization and denaturation kinetics. Each of the five probes :was spotted in a 4x2 
::.... . . -· . 
array within a larger supergrid (Figure 16a illustrates the spot layout). The 40-mer 
sequences were used to show DNA hybridization and the 18-mer perfect match (PM), 
single mismatch (MM), and double mismatch (DM) sequences were used to study 
mismatch discrimination through denaturation kinetics. Two supergrids were monitored, 
and the average mass change of~ 15 spots/probe is presented in Figure 16a. 
Before incubations, wash buffer was flowed for 30 minutes to remove any weakly bound 
DNA probes. After the initial wash buffer, 40mer target (Tl) was flowed for 60 minutes 
and hybridization with the 40-mer compliment probes ( 40P) was detected as indicated 
by 2.5 ng/mm2 mass increase. Negative control probes ( 40N) showed no change in mass. 
Note the weaker interaction of the Tl to the PM probes and MM probes as indicated by 
2.0 ng/mm2 and 1.6 ng/mm2 mass increase respectively. No mass change was observed 
with DM probes. The relative mass increases between the different probes correlates 
well with the theoretical stability of the duplexes shown in Table 2. When wash buffer 
was introduced, parti.ally hybridized duplexes formed by Tl-PM and Tl-MM were 
denatured immediately, whereas no change was observed for the 40P probes. Deionized 
water was then flowed in for one hour to denature all duplexes and to remove any 
unbound oligonucleotides. Following the deionized water wash, 20-mer target (T2, a 
perfect complement to the PM probes with an additional nucleotide on each end) was 
introduced. All of the 18-mer probes - PM, MM and DM probes - showed mass 
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increase of approximately 1.5 ng/mm2. 40P probes showed weaker interactions with T2, 
hence the T2-40P duplex denaturing immediately when the wash buffer was flowed. 
Table 2. Free energy of all possible duplexes. 
T1 T2 
1M 50tnM 1M 50mM 
40P -63.1kcal/ rnol -50.5kcal/ rn ol -17. 3kcal/ rn ol -16.0kca l/ rn ol 
40N -9. 9kcal/rn ol -7 .8kcal/ rn ol -6. 9kcal/rn ol -5. 6kcal/ rnol 
- . 
PM -15. 2kcal/ rn ol -11.1 kcal/rn ol -32.2kcal/ rn ol -26.5kca l/ m ol 
MM -1 6.0kcal/mol -12.3kcal/ rn ol -26.3kcal/ rn ol -20.9kcal/mol 
OM -8.5kc .. 'li/m ol -5.4kcal/ rn ol -1 9. 9kcal/ rn ol -14.0kcal/mol 
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Figure 16. DNA hybridization. (a) 15 spots per probe type are averaged in the dynamic measurement. The 
mass density change is calculated by subtracting the average mass of the initial 20 minutes under the wash 
buffer prior to introducing the target. (b) The images of the array under different flow conditions are 
shown. The data from t=37 min is subtracted as a reference. The images correspond to t=40 min, 50 min, 
•. 107 min, 140 min, and 200 min respectively. Adapted from [ 4 7]. 
To study mismatch discrimination, a buffer with much lower ionic strength (0.5 mM) 
was flowed in to denature duplexes with higher free energy. Noticeable denaturation 
occurred with 18DM probes under wash buffer, but denaturation ofT2-PM and T2-MM 
duplexes was not observed until the denaturation buffer was flowed in. Denaturation of 
the T2-DM duplex was the fastest, and that of the T2-PM duplex was the slowest under 
the same buffer. To discriminate between the two different mutations from the perfect 
complimentary hybrids, the decay rates were found by fitting an exponential function of 
the form: f = a1 e -a
21 
+ a 3 to the kinetic data acquired for each spot. A histogram of 
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the decay constants, a2, for each probe is shown in Figure 17b. A single mismatch in the 
hybrids shows a clear difference in the distribution of its decay rates. The confidence 
interval calculated for a single nucleotide mutation is 98.37% which is comparable to the 
mismatch discrimination ability shown by the IRIS with a laser illumination source.[45] 
The confidence interval is calculated in the same way as was shown in the previous 
work. The decay constants of PM, MM, and DM probes are summarized in Table 3 
along with the confidence interval for discriminating from the perfect complement. 
Finally, DI water was flowed in to complete denaturation of all DNA hybridized to 
immobilized probes. 
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Figure 17. DNA denaturing kinetics. (a) To show denaturation kinetics of different duplexes the images are 
subtracted by the data from t-=300 min as a reference. The images correspond to t=258 min, 306 min, and 
369 min respectively. (b) Denaturation decay constants of T2-PM and T2-MM duplexes . Normal 
distribution is fitted with the shown histogram. The data from T2-DM duplex is not included as it is one 
order of magnitude higher. Adapted from [47] . 
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Table 3. Decay constants for denaturation of PM, MM, and DM probes. 
PM MM DM 
Mean 0.115 0. 409 2.013 
Standard Deviation 0.071 0.068 0.601 
Cl (%) 98.3 99.8 
2.5.6 Virus Detection 
An important parameter for any detection method is the sensitivity of the system to 
decreasing concentrations of the target in a sample. To determine the limit of detection 
(LOD) for the sensing of whole virus particles in an endpoint format with the IRIS 
system, different dilutions of unlabeled WT VSV were incubated with separate, but 
identically prepared chips. The results from this experiment can be seen in Figure 18 . . 
Here, a stock virus solution was diluted in PBS from 3.5x109 to 3.5x104 PFUs/mL to 
create six samples that were incubated with six identical chips. These surfaces were 
spotted with two monoclonal antibodies specific for the external glycoprotein of WT 
VSV and rabbit IgG acting as the control. As can be seen in Figure 18, increasing spot 
height changes were observed for the increasing concentrations of each of the VSV 
samples for the 8G5 (glycoprotein recognizing) monoclonal antibody. Significant 
changes, compared to the rabbit IgG spots, were observed for concentrations above 
3.5x104 PFUs/mL indicating a detection limit close to 105 PFUs/mL for the sensing of 
. whole unlabeled VSV in solution. In a recent similar study, results reported for a label-
free optofluidic nanoplasmonic sensor demonstrate a LOD near 106 PFUs/mL for intact 
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VSV.[52] A consistent, yet small height increase was observed for the 1E9 monoclonal 
probe which indicates that antibody functionality can be an important factor in 
improving LOD for this system, which may not yet be limited by instrument sensitivity. 
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Figure 18. Limit of detection analysis of the IRIS platform for whole VSV virion detection. Increased 
binding was observed for monoclonal 8G5 over the 1E9 clone. Minimal non-specific binding was observed 
for the control rabbit IgG spots. 
As an alternate and/or complementary approach to pathogen sensing, VSV proteins 
present following virus lysis were detected using a combination of probes that were 
specific for both the external glycoprotein and internal structural proteins. Antibodies 
specific for the two major internal proteins, the nucleocapsid (N) and matrix (M) 
proteins, were used to capture their corresponding antigens in a complex mixture of viral 
components. Cell lysate from VSV -infected cells was used as the target sample 
solution. The results from this experiment can be seen in Figure 19. Here, the 
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immobilized probes were two monoclonal antibodies targeting different epitopes of the 
coat glycoprotein, two different monoclonal antibodies specific for the M and N 
proteins, and a rabbit lgG control. Specific detection was achieved at all the expected 
probes with the greatest spot height changes found for the internal M and N proteins of 
over 5 nm. Significant detection was also achieved for the two different glycoprotein-
specific monoclonals, again, with slightly more binding observed for monoclonal 8G5 
over 1E9. As expected the rabbit IgG control probe showed a negligible change in mean 
optical height. 
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Figure 19. IRIS detection of external and internal viral proteins in VSV -infected cell lysate solutions. 
Antibodies specific for the internal matrix (M) and nucleocapsid (N) proteins, two different monoclonal 
antibodies for the coat glycoprotein (G), and a non-specific rabbit IgG control solution were spotted. 
Significant detection was achieved for all virus-specific probes with the greatest changes observed for the 
internal proteins. A negligible height change was observed for the mean of the control spots indicating that 
there was no binding to the control rabbit IgG spots . 
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2.5. 7 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we have demonstrated that discrete LED sources can be used to 
accurately measure thin film thickness changes on Si/Si02 substrates. The utility to 
biosensing was demonstrated through dynaniic measurement of protein-protein and 
DNA-DNA interactions. Also it was demonstrated that LED-IRIS can be used for 
infectious disease diagnostics through whole virus detection and viral antigens. The 
sensitivity of LED-IRIS for whole virus detection is 106 PFU/ml with incubation time of 
two hours. In the next chapter we show how LED-IRIS was modified to allow higher 
sensitivity for virus and molecular detection through nanoparticle detection. This new 
capability will allow detection limits for early detection of infectious diseases before 
seroconverswn. 
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Chapter 3 
SINGLE PARTICLE IRIS 
In Chapter 2 we demonstrated how LED-IRIS can detect addition of biomass on the 
surface by measuring the added film thickness for monitoring DNA-DNA, DNA-
protein, and protein-protein binding. The observed added film thickness is due to the 
ensemble adsorption of many biomolecules. In this chapter, we describe in detail how 
single nanoparticles can be observed on the sensor's surface in a high-throughput, wide 
field configuration by imaging the surface at high NA and adjusting the oxide thickness 
to optimize the interference of the particle scattered field with the slab modified 
reflected and scattered fields.[53] 
3.1 Overview of Nanoparticle Microscopy 
In 17th century, Antonie van Leeuwenhoek developed first powerful microscopes 
known to detect "animalcules," or microorganisms, in a drop of water for the first 
time.[54] Since then, microscopes have been the essential tools in biology for visual 
investigation of micron size particles. Fluorescence labeling techniques have been 
successfully employed to increase both the sensitivity and resolution of microscopy.[55-
57] However the complications associated with laborious labeling process, high cost and 
undesired interference of the fluorescence molecules on the characteristics of the target 
particle have limited their use in nanoparticle detection applications. In the last decade, 
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several advanced microscopic techniques and optical waveguide based devices involving 
high-Q resonators have been developed in order to detect and characterize single 
nanoparticles in a label-free, sensitive and versatile fashion. 
3.1.1 Interferometric Microscopy 
Microscopic studies of nanoparticles typically involves illuminating the nanoparticles 
with a coherent or incoherent visible light source and probing the light scattered or 
absorbed by nanoparticles using free-space optics such as an objective lens and an array 
or a single element detector. For a small spherical nanoparticle, the scattered intensity at 
a detector (Idet) is given in a simple form: 
Equation 1: 
where Esca and O'sca correspond to scattered field and scattering cross section, 
respectively. The scattered intensity at a given wavelength of light depends on the 
dielectric index of the nanoparticle ( Ep) and surrounding medium (Em) as well as the 
radius of the nanoparticle (R). The strong dependence of the scattered intensity on the 
particle size renders the small nanoparticles usually difficult to detect. One approach to 
overcome this difficulty relies on interferometric detection in which the weak scattered 
field is mixed with a stronger reference field CEref). In a typical homodyne 
interferometric measurement, the detected intensity can be expressed:[58, 59] 
Equation 2: 
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where 9rs refers to the phase angle difference between reference field and scaitered 
fields. The first term contributes as a constant background intensity, the second term 
usually vanishes for small nanoparticles because of its R 6 dependence and the third term 
typically forms the dominant optical response of the nanoparticle with R3 scaling factor. 
Interferometric techniques were initially applied for characterizing single plasmonic 
metallic nanoparticles.[60, 61] For the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) wavelength 
(A.sPR), the scattering cross section of a metallic nanoparticle is significantly enhanced as 
h fi 11 . d" . . 11 h ld I Ep(AsPR)-Em I t e o owmg con ttlon typtca y o s: (?.. ) » 1 
Ep SPR +2Em 
in Equation 1. The 
characteristic spectral dependence of the SPR behavior allows metallic nanoparticles to 
be distinguished among other nanoparticles and also provide additional information 
about its local environment and intrinsic physical properties such as shape 
anisotropy.[61] Interferometric techniques have also been demonstrated for detecting 
single dielectric nanoparticles including synthetic and natural particles. The optical 
properties of dielectric nanoparticles differ from the metallic nanoparticles in two 
important ways. First, dielectric nanoparticles do not exhibit distinct spectral resonances 
in the visible spectral region and second, they provide a low index contrast to the 
background I Ep-Em I « 1 which makes the detection difficult comparing to similar size 
Ep+2Em 
metallic nanoparticles under resonance. 
In earlier studies, the interferometric detection was demonstrated for gold nanoparticles 
fixed on a glass substrate.[61-64] The mixing of scattered light from nanoparticles and 
reference light from glass substrate yielded detection of nanospheres down to 5 nm in 
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diameter.[61] In a similar study, higher order laser beams are utilized to differentiate 
nanospheres and nanorods for which the orientation can also be accurately 
determined.[63, 64] Despite the increased sensitivity for small nanoparticles, the 
dimension based analysis of the nanoparticles was limited due to double valued optical 
response curve of the nanoparticles as a function of dimension.[61] 
Another promising interferometry approach is performing a heterodyne detection. In a 
typical experimental setting, a known phase difference is introduced between reference 
and signal arm to eliminate the contribution from background term in Equation 2 using a 
lock-in detection scheme. The amplitude and phase of the interferometric term in 
Equation 2 can be separated resulting in a linear dependence of the detector signal to the 
scattered field amplitude IEscal oc R3 . Hong et al. combined a cross-polarization 
interferometry with heterodyne scheme to detect 5 nm gold nanoparticles using low 
power levels for excitation.[65] Also, Mitra et al. demonstrated real-time detection of 
sub-1 00 nm polystyrene and as well as HIV, Influenza and Sindbis viruses flowing 
through a microfluidic channel.[66] In their differential heterodyne detection scheme, 
the nanoparticles were size discriminated successfully with the R3 dependence of the 
detector signal amplitude to size of the nanoparticles. Although the heterodyne approach 
can improve sensitivity and limit of detection, the size analysis of the nanoparticles is in 
relative terms. Absolute size determination of the nanoparticles requires calibration of 
the system with a reference particle with a known size in the solution such that the signal 
levels of the unknown size particles can be compared to the reference nanoparticle. 
These interferometric offer nanoparticle characterization either in space or time domain 
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multiplexing schemes in which the nanoparticles either adsorb on a surface or pass 
through the focus of the laser beam, respectively. One advantage of the multiplexing in 
space domain is the following: Numerous · individual nanoparticles can be 
simultaneously investigated with respect to their specific interaction with a 
functionalized surface site. This capability is needed for applications requiring affinity-
specific nanoparticle detection in complex solutions such as specific virus detection in a 
• 
biological sample. Alternatively, time domain multiplexing schemes may be 
advantageous for the detection applications that do not involve affinity specific 
interactions and allows continuous monitoring. For example, the sample solution can be 
recycled and preserved for further studies. 
3.1.2 Surface Plasmon Resonance Microscopy 
A promising method to detect nanoparticles is Surface Plasmon Resonance Microscopy 
(SPRM). In most SPRM techniques, a collimated and polarized light beam impinges 
upon a glass substrate coated with a thin layer of metallic layer at a specific 
configuration so that surface plasmon waves are excited on the surface of the thin metal 
layer; and the specular reflection from the substrate is imaged onto an array detector thus 
forming a spatial image of the illuminated area. The contrast mechanism in a typical 
SPR imaging is based on the local refractive index change in the vicinity of the surface 
of the metallic layer. Since the resonant excitation of the surface plasmon waves is 
sensitive to the local refractive index in the vicinity of the metal layer, any perturbation 
in the local index such as binding of a nanoparticle on the metal surface provides a 
discernible signature on the spatial image obtained on the array detector. Although 
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numerous SPR techniques have been extensively used to probe biomolecular 
interactions of proteins, nucleic acids, allergens, biomarkers etc. only a few studies have 
reported for detection of single nanoparticles. In a recent study, Wang et al. studied 
detection of single silica nanoparticles down to 98 nm in diameter as well as dynamic 
interaction of single HlNl viruses in a buffer solution with different functionalized 
surfaces.[67] The signal produced when nanoparticle is adsorbed the surface is due the 
interference of the unperturbed propagating surface plasmon and scattered wave. Since 
the propagation length of the surface plasmon is in microns in the direction of 
propagation the signal due to particles within the propagation length will mix. The 
technique was predicted to be sensitive for even smaller particles, however the signal 
measured was in relative terms therefore absolute size measurement of the unknown 
nanoparticles requires a reference nanoparticle for comparison. 
3.2 Detection Principle of Single Particle IRIS (SP-IRIS) 
Most biological agents are difficult to detect optically because they are small, 
weakly interact with photons, and have low index contrast to the surrounding 
medium.[68] In classical theory, the interaction of particle with light can be understood 
via induced dipoles on a non-absorbing particle. In the quasi-static theory, the strength of 
the induced dipole is proportional to polarizability of the small particle: 
where r is the particle radius, and Ep and Em are the particle and surrounding medium 
permittivity, respectively.[69] Detection techniques that depend on the scattered intensity 
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have a detector signal gtven as I oc IEl which scales with lal 2 oc R 6 • The large 
variability in size of biological agents limits the use of pure elastic scattering since the 
signal vanishes below the shot noise limit for small particles. On the other hand, 
interferometric methods have a signal at the detector is given as I = I E5 + Er 12 = I E5 12 + 
1Erl 2 + 2Re(E;E5 ), which mixes a strong reference with weak scattered fields from the 
particle. For _small particles, the first term is small relative to the other two, and the 
second term is a readily subtracted offset. The detector signal is multiplied by the 
reference field and scales proportional to lal ex: R3 . The amplitude and phase of the 
reference beam can also be externally adjusted to further improve the SNR of 
detection.[70] Thus interferometric detection improves both dynamic range and 
sensitivity to small particles compared to pure scattering techniques. However, the 
drawback of utilizing an external reference mirror is that such systems require very stable 
and sensitive optical setups. Even small mechanical vibrations or index fluctuations in the 
optical path of either signal or reference beam cause uncertainty in the phase relation 
between the reference and scattered fields, yielding erroneous results when sizing of 
nanoparticles is of interest.[66] To date, no interferometric technique has been shown to 
demonstrate sizing small nanoparticles with high-throughput and single particle 
sensitivity. 
3.3 SP-IRIS Substrate Optimization 
Our technique is evolved from earlier work on spectral reflectance imaging biosensor 
[ 43] that utilizes a Si/Si02 substrate to optimize phase imaging in a wide-field, common 
path interferometer for the real-time measurement of accumulated biomass in a 
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micro array format. We extend the application of interferometric imaging on a layered 
substrate to high spatial resolution and maintain a relatively constant phase of the 
reflected incident light at high numerical aperture (NA) by using a thin oxide top layer to 
minimize the optical path difference at different angles. 
We assume particles are Rayleigh scatterers on top of the given multi-layered media. 
The particles interact with both the incident field and the reflected field from the layered 
media. Once the scattered field is obtained in the far-field regime, the image of the 
particles through the telescopic imaging system is calculated using angular spectrum 
representation where the particles are modeled as dipoles.[71] IRIS can detect 
nanoparticles without the ambiguity in sizing due to non-unique optical response over a 
wide size range by using a reflective layered substrate with known dimensions providing 
a deterministic reference signal.[53] The reflective layered substrate that is composed of 
a thin layer oxide grown on top of a silicon chip allowed dynamic control over the 
optical response of the nanoparticles as the illumination wavelength could be switched 
in the course of data acquisition. Since the optical path provided by the spacer layer is 
different for distinct wavelengths, the phase relation between the reference and scattered 
fields could be tuned to maximize the signal for different nanoparticle populations of 
interest. Thus by optimizing the wavelength and oxide combination, the dynamic range 
and sensitivity of the system can be improved. For practical purposes it is easier to have 
a chip with a fixed oxide thickness and perform serial imaging at multiple wavelengths 
to improve signal and dynamic range. Figure 20 describes the effects of illumination 
wavelength and oxide thiclrness on the interferometric response of a 70 nm diameter 
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polystyrene sphere. It is clear from Figur~ 20(a) and (d) that if the correct oxide 
thickness and wavelength are chosen the nanoparticle will become clearly visible as seen 
in the simulated images (Figure 20b ). Unlike detection of the scattered field a shorter 
wavelength may not give a larger contrast in the image (Figure 20d). Note that because 
this is an interferometric technique the image of a nanoparticle can be either a positive or 
negative contrast compared to the background as shown by the line profile (Figure 20c) 
across the simulated image in Figure 20b. 
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Figure 20. Simulated response of a nanoparticle with 70nm diameter. (a) Plot of the normalized intensity of 
the nanoparticle as a function of oxide thickness. Illumination wavelength is assumed to be 525 nm. (b) 
Image of the nanoparticles for two oxide thickness values shown in (a) I and II correspond to no oxide and 
120nm, respectively. The scale bar corresponds to length of the wavelength. (c) Cross section of the two 
peaks in (b). (d) Optical response as a function of wavelength at an oxide thickness of 120 nm. Adapted · 
from [72]. 
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For a particular oxide thickness and illumination wavelength, reflectivity modified by a 
particle on the surface has a very specific functional dependence on the size of the 
particle, and therefore the size can be determined using the intensity images at a single 
wavelength. As an example, the normalized peak response as a function of particle size 
on .113 nm thick Si02 slab is given in Figure 21 for two different wavelengths. In this 
plot, the higher slope of the curve corresponds to better size discrimination ability. 
Consequently, for particles with diameter of 100 nm (or smaller), the green LED (525 
nm) provides higher detection sensitivity (response) compared to the red LED (630 nm). 
On the other hand, for the particle sizes at around 200 nm diameter, the response of 
green LED becomes double valued and cannot be used to determine the size of the 
particles. In this case, the red LED response provides sizing resolution. As this example 
illustrates, we can analyze the images acquired with multiple color illumination sources 
and utilize a different color image for each particle size range based on the observed 
contrast for particles in the field of view. This analysis in not computationally intensive 
and can be done in real time. 
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Figure 21. Theoretical interference response versus particle diameter (polystyrene) for 525nm and 635nm 
central wavelength LEDs. Adapted from [53]. 
3.3.1 Optical Setup and Image Processing 
a 
I LED 1 d 
~ c 
I LED 2 
Figure 22. Experimental setup. (a) Schematic of the optical setup. XC is x-cube used to combine the beams 
of the ·different LEDs. BS is the beam splitter. (b) Illustration of the layered substrate and the optical paths 
that produced the interference signal. (c) An image of 150 nm diameter beads at wavelength of 635 nm. (d) 
Response of 150 nm diameter bead shown in c. Adapted from [53]. 
Figure 22 shows the schematic of the SP-IRIS imaging interferometer with a 50x NA = 
0.8 objective and a three LED illumination source with central wavelengths of 450 nm, 
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525 nm, and 635 nm in Kohler illumination configuration. The reflected light from the 
substrate is imaged on a CCD camera (Retiga 2000R, Qimaging) When nanoparticles 
are immobilized on the surface, the interference of the scattered and back reflected light 
gives a quantifiable signal that is used to detect and size the particles on the surface 
(Figure 22b-c ). The interferometric response of nanoparticles on the surface can be 
captured simultaneously over a large area, effectively limited only by the CCD size and 
imaging optics and positioning system. The interferometric intensity image from a small 
sub-region of the sensor surface is shown in Figure 22b, with the response from a single 
nanoparticle shown in the inset. 
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Figure 23. Data Analysis Process. The schematic above shows the data analysis process. An image of the 
substrate is captured on the CCD camera at a certain wavelength. The image is then sent to a custom 
Matlab code where the image is cropped and peak detection is applied. The detected peaks are then fitted to 
the response curve and a histogram is generated. 
The flow of data acquisition and image processmg IS shown in Figure 23. 
Interferometric images are acquired at multiple wavelengths and an automated image 
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processing algorithm written in MATLAB is used to search for local maxima or minima 
above the image noise level that fall within the width of the point spread function of the 
system. This discriminates against particle aggregation and larger impurities such as dust 
particles. The combined response at one or more wavelengths for each peak is 
normalized by the background intensity in the vicinity of each nanoparticle, and then fit 
to a forward model (Figure 21) to determine the individual particle sizes. 
3.4 Shape determination of nanorods using SP-IRIS 
The IRIS technique probes the polarizability of the nanoparticles on the layered surface, 
which is dependent on the particle size, refractive index, geometry and orientation. 
Using the quasi-static approximation for ellipsoid particles, the induced dipole moment 
of the particle in each axis can be estimated using polarized scattering measurement 
. · c.-. 
technique. If the permittivity values of the particle and surrounding medium are known, 
then several consecutive measurements with different illumination polarization vectors 
can reveal the size, aspect ratio and orientation of the particle using the IRIS setup. Figure 
24 below shows simulations of the response on the CCD ·camera for a single particle at 
three different polarizations states for a spherical particle and two ellipsoids. It is clear 
from the simulations that spherical particles do not undergo signal modulation when the 
illumination polarization is swept while the ellipsoid particles do undergo signal 
moduli'tion. The signal power on the CCD increases as the electrical field aligns with the 
major axis of the ellipsoid. 
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The polarization dependent SP-IRIS measurement for gold nanorods is analyzed by 
tracking the peak intensity of the nanoparticle response normalized by the unperturbed 
background reflection in the vicinity of the nanoparticles versus the polarization angle as 
shown in the simulated data in Figure 25. 
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Figure 25. Particle orientation. Simulated peak contrast curve (normalized to background) for spherical and 
prolate particles as a function of illumination polarization angle. Red, blue and green curves show the 
response for prolate particles with rotation angle 0, 45 and 90 degrees, respectiv~: The black curve shows 
the response of a spherical particle. 
The recorded intensity shown in Figure 25 can be expressed as a function of polarization 
angle: 
Equation 3: 
1(8paz) <X 1Esca(8paz) + Erer(8paz)l 2 
<X 1Esca(8paz)l 2 + 1Erer(8pal)l 2 + 2R{Esca*(epoz) *Erer(8paz)} 
where R {} denotes the real part of the term in the bracket. If the image intensity, 
I(epoz), is normalized by the reference intensity term, IErer(8pal)l 2 , then the 
normalized intensity for an ellipsoid particle can be expressed as: 
Equation 4: 
The details and assumptions that went into the simplification of equation 1 into 
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equation 4 is discussed in detail in appendix B. Parameters x, y, and z correlate to minor 
axis, eccentricity, and orientation angle of the nanoparticle, respectively. The x, y, and z 
parameters are obtained for each particle in the image by fitting I norm ((]poL) to equation 
4. The parameters obtained from the fit are compared to a look-up table formed by 
theoretical analysis to determine the diameter, aspect ratio, and orientation angle of each 
nanoparticle in the image. Defocus, oxide thickness, and illumination wavelength have 
to be picked to not allow more than one particle in the size range of interest to have the 
same response. 
3.5 Effect of defocus on SP-IRIS 
Interferometric imaging is extremely sensitive to phase changes in the reference light. In 
"'"' -· -!'-..:· . ~- SP-IRIS the variation in phase of the reference beam can be introduced through defocus. 
Therefore, if the defocus is not known there will be ambiguity in sizing of the 
nanoparticles. Figure 26 shows simulation of the normalized intensity of different 
particle sizes versus defocus for dielectric and gold nanoparticles. The simulations show 
that for different size particle the maximum intensity is at a different focus plane. This 
provides a source of error in the sizing because SP-IRIS acquisition is taken after the 
user manually focuses on the substrate. The user focuses when the particle appears to be 
brightest and therefore the focus is biased towered the focal point that gives maximum 
signal of the particles being observed. Therefore to achieve accurate sizing when 
multiple sizes are present on the SP-IRIS substrate a z stack of multiple defocus images 
needs to be recorded. 
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Figure 26. Defocus versus normalized intensity. (a) The normalized intensity signal as a function of 
defocus for increasing diameter of a polystyrene nanoparticle. The simulation is done for 60 nm to 180 nm 
diameter stepping by 20 nrn. (b) The normalized intensity signal as a function of defocus for increasing 
diameter of a gold nanoparticle. The simulation is done for 20 nm to 100 nm diameter stepping by 10 nm. 
The simulations presented in Figure 26 demonstrate the interferometric nature of the 
signal. In pure elastic scattering the signal from the particle should always be observed 
as an increase in intensity versus the background as seen when observing nanoparticles 
in dark field microscopy. The simulations ~how that at certain defocus the particle 
contrast goes from positive to negative versus the unperturbed background reflection. 
The switch from positive to negative contrast indicates that phase modulation in the 
reference field results in a change from constructive to destructive interference between 
the scattered and reference fields. Figure 27 shows the experimental validation of the 
contrast flipping for 150 and 200 run diameter polystyrene nanoparticle. 
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Figure 27. Defocus SP-IRIS images for 150 and 200 nm diameter polystyrene nanoparticle. 
3.6 Validation of size and shape discrimination 
3.6.1 Materials and Methods 
Nanoparticle sample preparation: 
Wafers with 100 run thermally grown oxide on silicon substrates were purchased from 
SVM microelectronics. The substrates were cleaned by sonication in acetone then rinsed 
in methanol and DI water and dried with argon gas. The polystyrene beads were 
immobilized on the surface by placing a drop of diluted bead sample on the surface and 
drying it with argon gas. Scanning electron microscopy images are taken after 
nanoparticle immobilization for size validation. 
Virus sample: 
After solvent cleaning of the substrate it was etched with .1M NaOH to activate 
the surface hydroxyl group then rinsed extensively in DI water and dried with argon gas. 
The substrate is then placed in 0.1% Poly-L-lysine solution for 10 minutes and then 
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rinsed with DI water and dried with argon gas. H1N1 virus stock was diluted to 106 viral 
particles/ml and 200 J.!l were placed on the substrate's surface for one minute then rinsed 
with DI water and dried with argon gas. Immediately after immobilization the virus 
sample was imaged with IRIS and SEM. 
3.6.2 Nanoparticle sizing validation 
Polystyrene beads of nominal diameters of 70 nm, 100 nm, 150 nm, and 200 nm were 
immobilized on the Si02/Si substrate with 113 nm thick oxide layer. The peak response 
values for each nanoparticle in the image was normalized by the background intensity in 
its local vicinity and the contrast values were fit to the forward model prediction, as 
shown previously in Figure 21. In this study, we used two wavelengths and minimized 
fit error with respect to the combined responses. Figure 28a demonstrates that IRIS can 
easily detect and size nanoparticles from 100 nm to 200 nm diameter accurately. 
Although 70 nm particles were overestimated in size, we believe this was due to a 
focusing error discussed in section 3.5. The graph shows that the measured mean is 
about 2% deviated from the nominal mean reported by the manufacturer. The measured 
standard deviations of the bead distributions are 10.1 nm, 7~8 nm, 9.8 nm and 8.8 nm for 
70 nm, 100 nm, 150 nm and 200 nm diameter particles, respectively. The accuracy of 
sizing is dependent on the validity of the parameters in the forward model and 
experimental error. In the formulations of the forward model's parameters, e.g. material 
dispersion, are well known for the materials used; however, the illumination profile for 
the different LEDs cannot be exactly known and similarly the coherence function have 
to be estimated. In addition, the response curve is calculated based on a fixed oxide 
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thickness, and while we believe this to be accurate to within a few nanometers, 
deviations between substrates or across the same chip will cause a small change in the 
predicted response. IRIS is also a multiple wavelength reflectometer which can correct 
for any local fluctuations in oxide thickness or dispersion across the substrate's surface 
as described in Chapter 2.[ 43] 
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Figure 28. Single particle sizing and error analysis. (a) IRIS measured particle diameter versus nominal 
diameter with error bars indicating size distribution. (b) Size distribution of consecutive measurement of a 
single particle. Adapted from [53]. 
To determine the repeatability and precision of the sizing measurements, we took 35 
consecutive images of the same substrate area and determined the standard deviation of 
the measured size of a single bead. Figure 28b shows the measured size distribution of a 
single bead, whose width is due to the system noise comprised of vibrations, stage drift, 
and electronic noise from the CCD camera, which is dominated by detector shot noise. 
The noise is plotted for each bead size since it depends on the slope of the response 
curve which itself varies as a function of particle size. The standard deviations for the 
repeated measurements are 3.2 nm, 4.7 nm, 1.3 nm, 1.5 nm for 70 nm, 100 nm, 150 nm, 
and 200 nm diameter beads, respectively. The standard deviation for the 150 nm and 200 
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nm diameter beads is at the shot-noise limit that could be further improved by increasing 
the incident power or averaging additional frames. The error for the 70 nm and 100 nm 
diameter beads is higher due to a slow vertical drift of the stage that is evident in time 
traces. This optical axis drift demonstrates the sensitivity to the focal plane position and 
is most challenging for 70 nm particles and smaller since manual focusing is more 
difficult. Corrections to this error are being worked on by placing a high contrast 
fiduciary mark or a known calibration nanoparticle on the surface to locally optimize the 
focus, or performing z-scans and fitting the oscillation in phase to the forward model at 
peak response. 
To further demonstrate the capabilities of SP-IRIS a mixture of 50 nm, 75 nm, and 100 
nm radius polystyrene beads was immobilized on the chip's surface. Figure 29 shows the 
. histogram of an IRIS chip that has 50 nm, 75 nm, and 100 nm radius polystyrene 
particles immobilized on the surface. IRIS was able to detect and size the three distinctly 
sized populations accurately with narrow distributions within the manufacturer's 
specifications (Figure 29). This demonstrates the capability of SP-IRIS at differentiating 
different nanoparticle populations in a heterogeneous mixture over a wide size range 
without any ambiguity. 
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Figure 29. Sizing of a bead mixture that consist of 50 nm, 75 nm, and 100 nm radius polystyrene beads. 
The beads were immobilized on the IRIS chi using a poly-L-lysine surface. The measured mean(J..l) and 
standard deviation( a) presented in the plot. Adapted from [72]. 
3.7 SP-IRIS virus sizing validation 
HlNl influenza virus was immobilized on the surface to demonstrate pathogen detection 
and sizing. The SP-IRIS intensity image is shown in Figure 30a and a scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) image of the same region (Figure 30b) confirms the immobilization 
of single virions. A comparison of the SEM and IRIS images shows a one-to-one 
correspondence between each virion in the SEM and each particle in the IRIS image. 
SEM measurements of single viruses yield a mean diameter of 120 nm and a range from 
90 nm to 160 nm. The viruses were sized using IRIS with the green LED and the 
forward model as discussed above, with the resulting distribution shown in Figure 30c. 
The IRIS measured mean and standard deviation is 116 nm and 17 nm, respectively, in 
agreement with reported diameters in the literature[73] and SEM measurements on this 
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sample. 
(a) (b) 
IRIS measured virus diameter(nm) 
Figure 30. HlNl virus detection and sizing. (a) IRIS image of immobilized virus on the surface with the 
same field ofview as the SEM image. (b) SEM image of immobilized virus on the surface. (c) Measured 
size distribution of immobilized virus using IRIS. Adapted from [53]. 
3.7.1 Shape determination ofVSV 
Virus shape determination can be utilized to provide orthogonal verification to the 
chemical specificity of the antibody used to capture the virus. Virus particles are usually 
spherical or rod-like in shape. VSV is described as a bullet shaped virus that has a radius 
of about 40 nm and a length of approximately 150 nm. The anisotropy in the shape of 
the VSV results in a difference in the magnitude of particle polarizability on its principle 
axes. This difference can be measured by IRIS through simply controlling the 
polarization angle of the illumination and recording the modulation of the 
interferometric response as a function of polarization angle. This characteristic 
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modulation can be analyzed to determine the morphology of the particle aiid single out 
the other particles with different morphology present on the chip. 
The IRIS chip was functionalized with co-poly polymer and was spotted with antibody 
against the VSV glycoprotein. The chip was then incubated in VSV spiked serum at 107 
PFUs/ml for 10 minutes, washed with PBS buffer, then dried and imaged using IRIS 
with polarization modulation. The response from three particles is shown in Figure 31, 
which demonstrates the modulation of the IRIS signal based on the shape of the 
nanoparticles. It is evident from the results that the first two particles are VSV while the 
third particle is a nonspecifically bound nanoparticle. This was confmned by imaging 
the same particles analyzed in IRIS with SEM. IRIS also has the capability to determine 
the size of spheroids, which is done by fitting the IRIS response to equation 2 to obtain 
the x, y and z parameter to calculate the size and aspect ratio of the particles as shown in 
the plot of Figure 31 . 
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Figure 31. Size and shape determination of VSV. The square panels are SEM images of 
nanoparticles/viruses imaged with polarization modulated imaging using IRIS. The plot shows the 
interferometric response of the nanoparticles versus polarization angle. The size and aspect ratio calculated 
by IRJS is displayed in the plot for the three nanoparticles/viruses. Adapted from [72] . 
3.7.2 Shape determination of gold nanorods 
Two samples, one containing dispersed gold nanorods and the other containing 
nanospheres, were prepared on 102 nm thick oxide layer. The normalized intensity data 
points were plotted in Figure 32 for three randomly chosen particles on each sample. 
The data points were fit to equation 4 and the fitted x, y and z parameters were then 
compared to a look-up table to find the diameter, aspect ratio, and orientation angle of 
each nanoparticle. Results were compared directly to SEM measurements taken on the 
same particles imaged with SP-IRIS (Figure 32). For the nanorods, the diameter values 
and long axis length (shown in parenthesis) deviated from SEM measurements by only 
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+2.7% (+11. 1%), +9.09% (-3%) and +16.13% (-16.41%) for R1, R2 and R3, 
respectively. The error in estimation most likely originated from the inaccuracy in focus 
adjustment and the deviation of the shape ofthe nanorods from the prolate ellipsoid. For 
nanospheres, ·the same analysis applied assuming the nanospheres are prolate particles. 
The difference between estimated dimensions of nanospheres and size measurements by 
SEM was less than 10% for all particles. 
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Figure 32. Comparison ofSEM and SP-IRIS measurement of individual gold nanoparticles. (a) SEM image 
of three nanorods shown in top panel and normalized intensity measured with SP-IRIS of the particles is 
·plotted as a function of polarizer angle shown in bottom panel. (b) Same plots as in (a) shown for three 
nanospheres. The curves in the plot show the fit of equation 2 to the data points. The size of the SEM 
micrographs is 200 nm by 200 nm. Adapted from [74]. 
3.8 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we demonstrated how common path interferometry using a Si/Si02 to 
make nanoparticle visible under bright field microscope with discrete LED illumination. 
A theoretical model was developed to allow characterization of the size and shape of the 
nanqparticles . The theoretical model was then validated using nanoparticles with known 
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size and shape that were also validated by scanning electron microscopy. Virus sizing 
was validated with Influenza A virus by comparing SP-IRIS results to SEM. In the next 
chapter we show how SP-IRIS substrate can be functionalized to be able to act as an 
ultrasensitive label-free virus sensor. Finally is this chapter we show how linearly 
polarized light can be utilized to determine the size and aspect ratio of viruses and gold 
nanorods. 
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Chapter4 
SINGLE VIRUS SENSING ASSAY USING SP-IRIS 
In this chapter we will focus on label-free optical methods for virus detection, and in this 
context, review some of the state-of-the-art technologies capable of ensemble and single 
virion measurements. We will then discuss the novel capabilities of the Interferometric 
Reflectance Imaging Sensor (IRIS) and present our results demonstrating the potential of 
this technology for providing rapid and multiplexed virus detection at the single 
nanoparticle level. 
4.1 Motivation for virus sensing 
Viruses have a large impact on society through their effects on public health. Every year, 
thousands of people die worldwide as a result of infections that encompass a wide range 
of viruses. Viruses are capable of spreading rapidly by natural means and within the past 
few decades there has been-increasing concern over their potential deliberate use.[16, 75, 
7 6] The NIAID pathogen list consist of 11 viruses out of the 15 5 specific agents listed. 
Viral pathogens can often be the most devastating agents to encounter due to their high 
level of communicability, virulence, and mutation rate.[77] Though much is known 
about virus biology and pathogenicity, the emergence of new agents and the ability of 
viruses to mutate quickly can make them difficult to detect. Viruses remain elusive 
. through numerous mechanisms and can often be difficult for doctors to rapidly identify. 
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For many viral infections, a patient will present general "flu-like symptoms" during the 
first few days of infection. [78] At this point, a clinical diagnosis is difficult and a 
confirmatory test is needed to identify the pathogen. The offending microbe can be one 
of many possible viruses and thus a multiplexed test may be needed to correctly identify 
the infecting agent. 
It is evident that rapid, high-throughput, and sensitive virus detection is of the utmost 
importance to be able to accurately diagnose and treat an infected individual.[79] The 
contemporary virus identification methods available to clinicians are sensitive and 
repeatable, however, they are difficult to perform in low-resource environments and are 
generally slower than the detection speed deemed adequate for high-level 
biocontainment protocols. This has spurred interest in the development of field-
deployable biosensors · that are capable of providing a diagnosis within a very short 
timeframe.[80] Label-free biosensors can offer rapid virus detection as they require 
fewer sample preparation steps and provide simple and reliable measurement 
capabilities. In the context of outbreak response, minimizing sample handling becomes 
increasingly important when the containment of extremely virulent agents is a priority. 
In the event of intentional release or outbreaks of a virus, a rapid response is important 
to contain the spread of the virus and allow rapid mobilization of an appropriate 
response. [81-83] 
4.2 Detection Strategies 
Viruses are nanoparticles that range in size from just a few tens of nanometers to over a 
few hundred nanometers. Due to their small size they are unique in the pathogen realm, 
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being on average, just a fraction of the size of a bacterium, which makes many of them 
difficult to resolve as they are below the diffraction-limit. The invention of the electron 
microscope has allowed us to 'see' the smallest of these biological entities and 
determine their structure and morphology in detail. Generally, viruses consist of a shell 
that is constructed from a lipid (bi)layer and associated structural/functional proteins. 
Within the virus envelope that gives each virion its shape there are other important 
proteins as well as the genetic material (RNA or DNA) that encodes for components 
necessary in pathogen replication. For direct detection of viral infections, either the 
whole intact virion itself, or various components of the virus such as the genetic material 
or viral proteins can be targeted. For indirect detection, most of the current 
immunoassays available to clinicians for diagnosing viral infections rely on host 
antibody production induced by immune system recognition of the pathogen. Blood 
serology can be used to detect the presence of these antibodies; however one of the 
drawbacks of detecting host antibodies is the "window period" or length of time post-
infection that is needed for the host to produce these antibodies in high enough 
quantities to be detected.[84-87] For some infections, the window period can be a few 
weeks making this detection retrospective. The most commonly used assays for 
measunng this host response are the enzyme immunoassay (EIA) and 
immunofluorescence assay (IF A). Employing a solid phase coated with viral antigen, the 
capture of host immunoglobulins is confirmed with secondary antibodies labeled with an 
enzyme or a fluorophore. Additional information about the history of infection can be 
gained by specifically detecting different immunoglobulin isotypes because of the 
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dynamic nature of their production at different periods post-infection.[88] The lateral 
flow test, which is a miniaturized and inexpensive diagnostic tool utilizing the principles 
of the EIA, has become popular within the last two decades for some types of infections. 
To circumvent the window period, current research is focused on the detection of viral 
antigens or whole viruses that afford identification ofthe virus at the initial stages of 
infection and monitoring of the disease progression through tracking the viral load of the 
· patient. The main difficulty with this approach is related to the low virus concentrations 
present in early stage periods of infection. 
4.3 Surface functionalization and probe selection 
Most optical sensors depend on mass detection or change of index of refraction at a 
surface due to the adsorption ofbiomolecules/material to that surface. Optical sensors in 
this category have shown virus detection through efficient capture and sensing of viral 
proteins, nucleic acids, and whole viruses. Surface-based optical detectors generally rely 
on coating a sensor surface with a macromolecular probe to specifically bind the target 
analyte or ligand to the sensing area. Achieving sensitive detection with high a signal-
to-noise ratio is directly affected by the surface chemistry approach used. The 
importance of this cannot be overstated: the combination of highly functional probe 
immobilization with reduced nonspecific binding and cross-reactivity e.g. biological 
noise, is critical in pushing any sensing technique to its limits. The most commonly used 
protein probes are antibodies due to their high specificities, large binding affinities, 
robustness, and wide ligand variability. Monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies, which 
have been routinely used in EIAs since their inception, can be manufactured in large 
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quantities for almost any macromolecule that can be isolated and have allowe~ specific 
targeting of emerging infectious agents.[89, 90] Other unique protein and carbohydrate-
based probes have also been used to detect viruses and their associated antigens. For 
example, in the case of influenza, various glycan molecules can be used to bind different 
types of the virus with less selectivity.[91, 92] When combined with more specific 
probes, e.g. monoclonal antibodies, a redundant assay to increase both sensitivity and 
specificity can be created. Internal viral targets, such as nucleocapsid proteins, can also 
be used· to identify pathogens when preparation protocols are available. Novel polymeric 
molecules such as aptamers have received significant attention for biosensing 
applications due to the characteristics they share with antibodies: good stability, affinity, 
and specificity. They can also be synthesized without the use of animals or cell cultures 
and have tremendous potential for flexible chemical modification.[93] For DNA 
detection, single-stranded nucleic acid oligomers can be used to search for 
complementary sequences that are in the range of 20-80 base-pairs length. Genomic 
microarrays are a promising tool for virus identification applications when amplification 
and more complex sample preparation techniques are not a concern. 
4.4 Materials and Methods 
Chemicals and buffer preparation 
All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich unless stated otherwise. Phosphate 
buffered saline (PBS, Fischer Scientific) at lOX was diluted in Millipore grade water to 
lX for all experiments. HEPES lX buffer consists of 10 mM HEPES and 140 mM of 
sodium chloride. HEPES buffer pH was adjusted to 8.2 using sodium hydroxide. Sodium 
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bicarbonate lX buffer consists of 0.795 g ofNa2C03 and 1.465 g ofNaHC03 into 140 
mM sodium chloride solution. The pH of the bicarbonate buffer was adjusted to 9.6 by 
adjusting the carbonate and bicarbonate ratio. Additives for the spotting matrix were 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The additives were diluted to the specified concentration 
using the three prepared buffers lX PBS, lX HEPES, and lX sodium bicarbonate. 
Array Spotting 
Array spotting was performed using one of two systems the BioOdyssey Calligrapher 
MiniArrayer (BioRad, Hercules, CA) or the S3 Flexarrayer (Scienion, Berlin). The 
BioOdyssey Calligrapher uses a ceramic capillary pin to withdraw the fluid to be 
spotted. The pin comes into contact with the substrate to deposit material. S3 Flexarrayer 
is a non-contact spotter that withdraws fluid to be spotted into a glass capillary using a 
syringe pump. The substrate is spotted through a piezo actuator that releases a droplet 
onto the surface without need of contact. After the chip has been spotted is stored in a 
humid chamber overnight. Before use the chips are washed in PBST for five minutes, 
three times in PBS for five minutes, then rinsed in DI water and dried under a stream of 
nitrogen air. 
4.5 Optimizing Array Fabrication 
Spotting morphology plays a critical role in the performance of microarrays. It has been 
shown in the literature that the morphology and probe density can directly affect the 
outcome of the assay. The poor morphology is usually seen as spot smearing, ring 
structures, and protein aggregations. The spot morphology causes variability in binding 
of the target intra-spot, intra-array, and across multiple experiments leading to 
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uncertainty in the results. Spotting morphology plays a critical role in the performance 
of IRIS for whole virus sensing. In an IRIS image, viruses (nanoparticles) appear as 
diffraction limited spots in the image that have to be distinguished from other scattering 
objects. Therefore to accurately identify the captured virus the immobilized probe spot 
cannot have protein aggregates that will interfere with the virus detection. Figure 33 is 
~. -
aJJ:'"I.lU~a~ of an antibody spot ag~jnst VSV. The brightness in the spot correlates to 
the density of the antibody and it is evident that higher probe density results in higher 
binding ofVSV. 
High probe density shows much higher 
binding of virus . 
Low probe density areas show poor 
binding of virus 
Figure 33. Example of poor spot morphology. Antibody spot shows higher binding ofVSV at regions with 
high probe density. 
Many techniques have been developed to improve the variability in spot morphology. 
These techniques include controlling the relative humidity and adding additives like 
glycerol, or trehalose, or tween to improve spot morphology.[94-97] These additives 
help produce symmetrical droplets on the microarray surface and reduce evaporation. 
However, they also reduce binding of the probe to the functionalized micro array surface. 
Therefore, a spotting matrix was constructed to evaluate the effects of these additives on 
probe density and morphology in three common buffers that are phosphate buffered 
saline at pH 7.4, HEPES buffer at pH 8.2, and sodium bicarbonate buffer at pH 9.6. 
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Rabbit IgG at 1 mg/ml purchased from Sigma Aldrich was spotted with the buffers 
presented in Table 4 below. The spotting was done at 55% relative humidity using the 
BioOdyssey Calligrapher spotter on an IRIS substrate functionalized with the co-poly 
polymer coating. After the spotting run was done the chip was stored in a humid 
chamber at 75% relative humidity and then washed with PBS then rinsed with DI water 
and dried under nitrogen. Figure 34 shows the IRIS image of the spotted array. The 
locations of the conditions in the table correspond to the location of the spots on the 
array. 
Table 4 Spotting Matrix with additives 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 80.5% 0.125% 8 .25% T .125% 0 .25% 
2 80.5% 0 .125% 8.25% T .125% 0 .25% 
3 T .125% 0.25% 8 .5% T0.25% 0 .5% 
4 T .125% 0.25% 81 .5% T0.25% 0 .5% 
5 T0.25% . 0.5% B .0625M T 0.5% 8 .125% 
6 T0.25% 0.5% B .0625M T 0.5% S.125% 
Trehalose 
7 T 0.5% s .125% B.125M Blank S .25% 
Trehalose 
B T 0.5% S.125% B .125M Blank S .25% 
Trehalose Betaine 
9 Blank S.25% .25M G .125% S0.5% 
Trehalose Betaine 
10 Blank S .25% .25M 8 .125% S0.5% 
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Figure 34. IRIS probe density image. The probe density is shown through a grayscale image. The grid is of 
the rabbit lgG antibody spotted at 1 mg/ml with buffers described in Table 5. 
The IRIS image in Figure 34 shows that the spotting buffer and inclusion of additives 
can have a major effect on the spotting density and morphology. Qualitatively we can 
conclude that PBS with trehalose or dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) yielded the smallest 
spot size with low spotting density. HEPES buffer yielded better probe immobilization 
and inclusion of trehalose in the spotting buffer improved spotting morphology. Sodium 
bicarbonate buffer showed poor spot morphology for all conditions. From this work we 
can conclude that glucose, sucrose and Betaine are not compatible with the polymer 
because they significantly reduce probe density. Spotting optimization on the 
BioOdyssey Calligrapher was done during winter months; therefore, because of the 
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heating system the laboratory humidity was at 20% to 30% relative humidity. As the 
weather became more humid during the summer months, it became evident that spotting 
humidity has a major effect on spotting morphology which has been also observed by 
other research groups.[97] The effects are further amplified with a capillary based 
contact spotter like the BioOdyssey Calligrapher because the drying of the tip combined 
with the hydration state of the chip surface will affect the transfer of the reagent from the 
spotter tip to the IRIS substrate. Therefore, a new spotter was purchased that was based 
on piezo . driven non-contact spotting. The S3 Flexarrayer from Scienion uses a hybrid 
system, which uses a syringe to pick up probe and then a piezo element to dispense the 
fluid from the tip. The S3 allows the user to monitor the drop volume being dispensed 
and the number of drops that will make a single spot on the surface. To better control the 
humidity the spotter was placed in a cleanroom that has humidity control, which was set 
to 45%. The spotter is also placed in an enclosure that could be used to raise the 
humidity further over the room ambient humidity. 
To optimize the spotting conditions for the S3 Flexarrayer spotter Rabbit IgG at 1 mg/ml 
was spotted in PBS buffer with trehalose concentration ranging from 0 to 100 mM in 10 
mM increments. For each condition five replicates were spotted. Also the effect of drop 
volume was tested. Figure 35 shows an image of the arrayed droplets immediately after 
spotting for two humidity settings: 55% and 62%. From the image it is evident that the 
spots dry at 55% humidity unless they have 100 mM of trehalose added to the buffer. 
When spotting at 62% humidity, the spots dried but remained hydrated enough to 
minimize the salt crystallization, which causes poor spot morphology. After spotting the 
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humidity was slowly ramped up to 67% and the chips remained in the spotter overnight. 
After the overnight incubation the chips were washed in PBS and dried under nitrogen 
stream. Figure 36 shows the same spotted chips after being washed and imaged using the 
IRIS system. It is evident that the 62% humidity spotting had better spot morphology 
than the 55% humidity. It can also be seen that the poor morphology is apparent on the 
spots that showed drying that resulted in salt crystallization. From the results shown in 
Figure 36 all future spotting of protein will be done at 62% relative humidity with 30 
mM of trehalose in PBS. 
Spotter Camera I mage 
Zero lOOmM 
-
one drop [270 pL] 
Two drops (540 pl] 
Three drops [810 pl] 
Figure 35. S3 Flexarrayer camera image. After the spotting run was complete the S3 Flexarrayer imaged 
the spotted array. Droplet number per spot is highlighted by the color coded squares. 
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IRIS Image After Washing 
Zero lOOmM 
-
-
-
one drop (270 pL] 
Two drops (540 pl] 
Three drops [810 pL) 
Figure 36. IRIS image of S3 Flexarrayer spotting run. The images above are probe density images 
measured with IRIS after the spotted array was washed. 
4.6 Specific sensing of Vesicular Stomatitis Virus (VSV) 
Vesicular Stomatitis Virus (VSV) belongs to the rhabdovirus family which includes the 
rabies virus. VSV infects insects, cattle, horses and pigs with a clinical presentation that 
is similar to foot and mouth disease. However VSV is a zoonotic virus and leads to flu-
like illness in humans. VSV has a rigid bullet shape with dimensions of 80 nm X 160 
nm. The virion has a lipid membrane decorated with glycoprotein spikes. The membrane 
encloses the nucleocapsid, which includes the negative strand of RNA plus 
nucleoprotein and an associated M protein. The VSV also packs a large polymerase (L) 
which structure remains undetermined. Figure 37 shows the basic structure of the VSV 
virion. VSV is being widely studied because attenuated strains are nontoxic to normal 
tissue and can be modified to be used as a therapeutic or vaccine. Genetically 
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engineered VSV has been used to develop pseudotypes that show promise in protection 
against viral and bacterial infection and against cancerous cells.[98, 99] In this chapter 
we demonstrate IRIS sensitive detection of viral hemorrhagic fevers using VSV 
pseudotypes against Ebola and Marburg. The VSV pseudotypes are VSV viruses that 
have the wild type VSV glycoprotein knocked out and replaced with the glycoprotein of 
the VHF of interest. 
Vesicular Stomatitis Virus 
BOnmX 160nm 
2.6 MDa particle 
Figure 37. Sketch showing dimensions and building blo~ks ofVSV 
4.6.1 Single virus sensing of VSV using SP-IRIS 
~ External glycoprotein G 
Matrix protein M 
Nucleocapsid protein N 
To demonstrate the utility of single virus detection for biosensing application the 
specific detection of virus needs to be demonstrated. An IRIS chip was functionalized 
with the co-poly polymer and spotted with a monoclonal antibody against the VSV 
glycoprotein (8G5) and an antibody against vaccinia as a negative control. The second 
negative control was the untreated co-poly polymer surface to test anti-fouling 
properties. 8G5 antibody against VSV was provided by J.H Connor. Anti-vaccinia 
antibody (#ab35219) was purchased from Abeam Inc. (Cambridge, MA). The spotted 
IRIS chips were incubated in 106 PFU/ml for two hours on an orbital shaker. After 
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incubation the chip was washed three times in PBS, then rinsed with DI water and dried 
under nitrogen. 
Negative control- Polymer Negative control- anti-Vaccinia Positive control - anti-VSV 
· Figure 38. Specific detection ofVSV on SP-IRIS. IRIS substrate was functionalized with co-poly polymer. 
Substrate was divided into three sections. Two of the sections were further functionalized with Anti-
Vaccinia antibody and anti-VSV antibody. The three panels above show VSV binding on the three sections 
ofthe substrate. 
It is evident from Figure 38 that the region with the anti-vaccinia spotted and the 
polymer region have no binding of the VSV while the region functionalized with anti-
VSV shows binding of nanoparticles. This demonstrates the specific binding of the VSV 
virus. To further prove what is bound is the VSV virus the experiment was repeated with 
VSV that has been modified to express green fluorescence protein (GFP). Figure 39 
shows an IRIS image and a fluorescent image of the same spot taken on an IRIS optical 
setup that was modified to allow fluorescence imaging of GFP. 
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IRIS- Fluorescence 
IRIS- Label Free Enhanced IRIS- Fluorescence Enhanced 
Figure 39. IRIS label-free and fluorescence comparison. The IRIS image shows VSV detection label-free 
captured by an antibody spot. The fluorescence image is taken by the same optical setup. The captured 
VSV is visualized through GFP flourescence. 
The fluorescence images indicate that the majority of the nanoparticles detected on the 
VSV antibody spot are the GFP VSV. Another observation is that binding on the spot is 
not homogeneous. Binding is only observed on the high probe density regions (appear 
bright in IRIS image). This will be addressed in more detail in section 4.7. 
4.6.2 Virus detection and size filtering 
The IRIS detects the nanoparticles on the sensor surface using a custom code written in 
Matlab.[lOO] Briefly, the image is normalized by a blank image of a bare silicon chip. 
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The intensity contrast of the image is enhanced and a threshold is applied to detect peaks 
above the background. The detected peaks are than filtered using a 2D Gaussian filter 
with a width set to the point spread function full width at half max of the optical system. 
The particles that pass through the Gaussian filter are identified as nanoparticles. 
However not all of the nanoparticles detected in the image are virus. Figure 40 shows an 
·IRIS image of a spot before and after incubation with the virus and the histogram of the 
nanoparticles sizes detected on the probe before and after incubation. The figure shows 
that nanoparticles are detected before the chip was incubated with virus. These detected 
. nanoparticles are due to debris on the chip and/or protein aggregation during spotting . 
. The background signal is in the size range of 50 nm to 80 nm which is outside the 
expected size range of the virus, which is between 100 nm and 130 nm. Therefore, 
through size filtering, the majority of the counts due to non-viral particles can be 
eliminated. In the post incubation histogram the background signal outside of the virus 
size range has increased which could be due to background binding from nanoparticles 
present in fetal bovine serum or cellular debris from viral culture. Therefore sizing of the 
detected nanoparticles and filtering is critical in reducing the background signal to allow 
the reproducible detection of small viral count. 
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Figure 40. Background elimination through size filtering. The figure above shows SP-IRIS images with the 
detected nanoparticles circled. The histograms show the size distribution of the detected nanoparticles. The 
blue box show background binding that is filtered out. The red box shows signal attributed to VSV binding. 
4. 7 Optimizing of Incubation time and Probe Density 
To optimize the detection of VSV on the IRIS platform the effects of incubation time 
and probe density was studied. To study the effect of incubation time on VSV signal 
four chips were spotted with 805 and incubated for one, two, three, and four hours in 
FBS spiked with 105 PFU/ml VSV. Figure 41shows the virus count for the different 
times of incubation. The signal starts to saturate and drops for the four-hour incubation 
because of virus aggregation. A two-hour incubation was chosen because there is no 
significant increase in signal for longer incubation times. A higher signal was shown for 
longer incubation times using the mass density modality of IRIS. However, longer 
incubation times for single virus counting reduces signal because the virus degrades with 
time. Incubation time of two hours is long for POC application, however, we believe 
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future incorporation of microfluidics will allow incubation time of 45 minutes. 
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Figure 41. Incubation time versus virus count for 105 PFU's/ml ofVSV 
After incubation time was selected the effect of the probe density on the assay was 
investigated. Literature has shown that probe density and morphology plays a critical 
role in the assay performance. Recently, it has been shown by Monroe et al. that probe 
density plays a major role in quantification of assay results.[95] The study compared the 
fluorescence signal from a sandwich assay with the measured probe density using IRIS. 
The study showed that for a given target concentration the signal scales with the probe 
density. In this work we repeat this study for virus detection because kinetics of 
nanoparticles binding with multiple binding sites maybe different than protein assays 
with a single binding site. 
Four IRIS chips were spotted with different concentrations of 8G5 to yield a chip with a 
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range ofprobe densities. The chips were incubated in 109, 108, 107, and 106 PFU/ml of 
VSV in PBS for two hours. The concentration of virus was chosen to allow the ensemble 
measurement of virus binding on the mass density modality of IRIS. Figure 42 shows 
VSV binding versus probe density at different virus concentrations. There is a clear 
correlation between probe density and amount of binding. The figure shows that a probe 
density under 2 ng/mm2 will yield poor binding even at high concentrations of virus. 
There is a linear positive correlation between probe density and virus binding between 2 
ng/mm2 and 5 ng/mm2 . The effect of the probe density decreases when the probe 
density is over 4 ng/mm2 and the response saturates at levels near 7 ng/mm2. These 
results shows that it is critical to know the probe density to be able quantify the virus 
concentration in the sample being tested. The detection limit can also be affected; for 
example, 107 PFU/ml is only detectable when the probe density is approximately 7 
ng/mm2. 
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Figure 42. VSV binding is plotted against probe density for a range of virus concentrations. 
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The data for binding at different concentrations were binned into different probe 
concentrations as shown in Figure 43. Figure 43 shows a dilution curve for a range of 
probe concentrations from 1 ng/mm2 to 7 ng/mm2· For probe densities between 2 
ng/mm2 and 3 ng/mm2 the functional form of the curve is the same, but the amount of 
binding is less for lower probe densities. For probe densities under 2 ng/mm2 the 
detection is limited 109 PFU/ml and lower concentrations yield signal within tlie 
background noise. For high probe densities over 6 ng/mm2 the binding is higher than 
lower density probes, as expected, but also the functional form of the curve changes 
from an S curve to a linear behavior in the tested concentration range. 
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4.8 Single Particle Limit-of-Detection in complex media 
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To evaluate the limit of detection 12 IRIS chip were spotted with six replicates of anti-
VSV (8G5) and Marv 6 antibody as a negative control. Two dilutions curves were ran to 
compare assay performance between two biological media FBS and FBS spiked with 
106 CFU/ml of E. coli (matrix). The addition of E. coli is to test if the presence of 
bacteria will interfere with the assay. This is important because if bacteria affect the 
assay results than it will cause false positive for a viral infection when the patient has a 
bacterial infection. The IRIS chips were pre-scanned using the IRIS system then 
incubated in FBS or FBS plus Matrix spiked with VSV at different concentration for two 
hours on an orbital shaker. After the incubation the chips were washed and post-scanned. 
The dilution curves for FBS (red) and FBS +Matrix (blue) are presented in Figure 44. 
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The average virus count with +/- one standard deviation is plotted. The x -axis is the 
measured PFU/rnl measured through plaque assay for the different dilutions of VSV in 
FBS. The limit of detection for both curves was determined to be 8 x 104 PFU/rnl 
defined as the blank chip count plus three standard deviations. Figure 44b shows the 
reproducibility of the results. The virus count for the FBS dilution was plotted against 
the virus count from the FBS +Matrix dilution. A linear fit shows an R2= 0.999 with a 
slope of 1 which indicates the results are reproducible and the added matrix does not 
affect the assay. 
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Figure 44. (a) Dilution curve of VSV in FBS and FBS with 106 CFU/rnl of E . coli. VSV concentrations 
were validated by plaque assay. (b) Plot of the dilution curve in FBS plotted against dilution in FBS with E. 
coli. The plot shows excellent correlation between the two dilution curves. 
4.9 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we describe how SP-IRIS can be utilized for specific sensing of VSV 
using an antibody array. We optimized the assay by studying the effect of incubation 
time, spot morphology and probe density. We showed that spot morphology can be 
improved by the addition of trehalose to the spotting buffer. We also showed that virus 
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capture to the sensor surface correlates with the virus concentration and probe density. 
After assay optimization we showed a LOD of8 x 104 PFU/ml for VSV in FBS and FBS 
E. coli as a contaminant. 
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Chapter 5 
DETECTION OF VIRAL HEMORRHAGIC FEVERS- EBOLA AND MARBURG 
In this chapter, we describe antibody selection for detection of Ebola and Marburg virus. 
After the antibodies were selected, multiplexed test were carried out to demonstrate 
selective detection of Ebola and Marburg pseudotypes. A detection limit of 5x103 
PFU/ml was demonstrated in a two-hour long assay. Finally, we investigated virus 
detection in unprocessed human whole blood eliminating the need for any sample 
preparation. 
5.1 Developing an assay for Ebola and Marburg 
Marburg virus (Marv) and Ebola (Ebov) virus are enveloped negative strand RNA 
viruses that belong to the Filoviridae family. [ 101] These viruses have caused sporadic 
outbreaks in humans and primates. Marburg and Ebola infections can result in a 
mortality rate of 90%.[102] Ebola and Marburg are categorized as catergory A agents 
because of a concern that they will be used as biological weapons. Therefore significant 
effort has been spent in developing effective diagnostics for these diseases. These efforts 
resulted in production of many high· affinity antibodies against the Ebola and Marburg 
glycoprotein. The IRIS assay will utilize these antibodies to develop an antibody-based 
assay for the detection of Ebola and Marburg viruses. Table 5 below is a list of the 
antibodies that were acquired and tested to be used in the IRIS assay. 
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Table 5. Antibodies tested for capture ofEbola and Marburg pseudotypes on IRlS 
Antibody Name Antigen Concentration 
M arburg Virus Schmaljohn 
MG8119FB-1-1 Glycoprotein 4mg/ml 
MG8119G8-1-1 Glycoprotein 4mg/ml 
MGBII3H5-1-1 Glycoprotein 4mg/ml 
-
MGBII7C-1-1 Glycoprotein 4mg/ml 
MGBII7E9-1-1 Glycoprotein 4mg/ml 
. -
MarburgVirus Takada 
-
MGP14-22 M usoke,(.:Jmuc- Glycoprotein 2mg/ml 
Angola) 
·-·- -·· -
AGP2-1 Glycoprotein 1 mg/ml 
M arburg Angola 
--
AGP45-3 M arburg Angola, M usoke Glycoprotein 1mg/ml 
-
AGP62-29 M arburg Angola Glycoprotein 1mg/ml 
.. 
--
AGP63-14 M arburg Angola Glycoprotein 1mg/ml 
AGP74-1 ~ arburg Angola, M usoke Glycoprotein 1 mg/ml 
.. 
AGP90-28 M arburg Angola Glycoprotein 1 mg/ml 
AGP126-1 0 M arburg Angola Glycoprotein 1 mg/ml 
-- -
AGP127-8 
f\11 arburg Angola, M usoke Glycoprotein 1mglml 
EbolaVirus Mary Kate Hart 
13F6-1-2 13F6-1-2 Glycoprotein 1.7mg/ml 
608-1-2 608-1-2 Glycoprotein 1 mg/ml 
13C6-1-1 13C6-1-1 Glycoprotein 1 mg/ml 
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The first set of antibodies tested for the binding of Marburg glycoprotein was from 
United States Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Disease (USAMRIID) 
provided to us by Dr. Schmaljohn. The antibodies showed reduction in plaque size of 
Marburg (strain Musoke) in vitro and provided substantial but not complete protection 
of naive guinea pigs.[103] The antibodies provided by Schmaljohn's lab were arrayed on 
an IRIS chip and immobilization densities of the different probes were measured. 
Figure 45 shows the IRIS image of the antibodies spotted in the following order 
MGBII9F8, MGBII9G5, MGBII3H5, MGBII7C, and MGBII7E9. The probe density 
measurement shows good immobilization for MGBII9F8 but poor immobilization for 
the other spotted antibodies. In parallel to the probe density characterization, a chip for 
single virus detection on SP-IRIS was spotted during the same run. SP-IRIS chip was 
incubated in PBS with 107 PFU/ml of Marburg pseudotype. The single virus detection 
showed no binding of the Mar burg pseudotype to any of the spotted antibodies from the 
Schmaljohn group. 
(a) (b) 
M GBII 9FS M GBII 9G5 M GBII3H5 MGBII7C 
Figure 45. (a) IRIS image showing probe density for the different spotted Marv antibodies (Schmaljohn). 
(b) Bar plot of the probe densities in the IRIS image (a). 
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A second set of antibodies against the Marburg GP (strain Musoke) was acquired from 
Dr. Takada's laboratory in National Institute of Infectious Diseases, Tokyo, Japan.[104-
1 07] The antibodies are mouse monoclonal produced using Marv virus like particles as 
the immunogen. The antibodies binding were tested using conventional ELISA plate 
coated with recombinant Marv glycoprotein. The Takada lab has also shown that these 
Marv antibodies do not bind to Ebola GP. To test these antibodies they were arrayed on 
the IRIS chip as shown in Figure 46a. Most antibodies showed good immobilization of 
over 2 ng/mm2 with good morphology. Figure 46b shows the average probe density for 
each of the spotted Marv antibodies. 
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Figure 46. (a) IRIS image showing probe density for the different spotted Marv antibodies (Takada). (b) 
Bar plot ofthe probe densities in the IRIS image (a). 
Next, the binding performance of the antibodies were analyzed using SP-IRIS. An IRIS 
chip with the same grid archetecture as shown in Figure 46 was incubated in Marburg 
pseudotype at 10 7 PFU/ml in PBS for two hours. The chip was then washed and dried 
under nitrogen. The virus count for the different antibodies are shown in Figure 47. Marv 
1, Marv 3, Marv 6, and Marv 9 antibodies show binding of the Marburg pseudotype 
while the other antibodoes showed no significant amount binding of the Marv 
pseudotype. 
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Figure 47. Takada Marv antibody test. The plot above shows the average virus count of the Marv 
pseudotype from a single spot to the series ofMarv antibodies provided by Takada(Table 5). 
The next step is to select the best antibody out of the four that showed binding to adopt 
for the IRIS VHF assay. The selection criteria are: strong binding to the Marburg 
pseudotype, smooth spot morphology, and no cross reactivity with Ebola pseudotype or 
VSV. Figure 47 shows that Marv 6 is the strongest binder of Marburg pseudotype and 
has excellent spot morphology. To access the cross-reactivity three IRIS chips were 
spotted with Marv 1, Marv 3, Marv 6, Marv 9, and 8G5 in replicates of 4. Two of the 
three IRIS chip were incubated in Marburg pseudotype at 107 PFU/ml and 106 PFU/ml 
spiked in FBS for two hours. The third IRIS chip was incubated in Ebo1a pseudotype at 
106 PFU/ml spiked in FBS. Figure 48 shows the results from the cross-reactivity test. 
The results show that 8G5 doesn't exhibit observable cross -reactivity with Marburg and 
Ebola which makes it a good negative control in the VHF assay. Figure 48 shows that 
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Marv 6 has higher binding that Marv 1 and Marv 3 but not Marv 9. However, Marv 6 
was selected to be used in the VHF assay because it showed better spot morphology than 
Marv 9 and lower single particle count when incubated with Ebola pseudotype. 
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Figure 48. Cross reactivity test of Marv 9, Marv 6, Marv 3, Marv 1, and 8G5 to Marv and Ebola 
pseudotype. The bar graph shows average virus count from a single spot for the listed antibodies when 
incubated with Ebola and Marburg pseudotype. 
For Ebola antibody selection the same selection criteria as for Marburg was used. Three 
antibodies acquired from USAMRIID shown in Table 5 were tested on the IRIS 
platform.[108] Only 13F6 showed high enough probe density of over 2 ng/mm2. 13F6 
antibody was than tested for binding of the Ebola pseudotype and cross-reactivity with 
Marburg pseudotype. 
5.2 Multiplexed detection of Ebola and Marburg pseudotype 
Multiplexed detection is advantageous because it allows testing for multiple targets in a 
single chip. The IRIS platform can multiplex tens to hundreds of targets based on the 
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chip size and scanning time allowed. For proof of concept we developed a multiplexed 
VHF assay that can detect Marburg, Ebola and VSV. For all future multiplexed assays 
the IRIS chip will consists of Marv 6, 13F6, and 80S spotted in a 3x6 grid as shown in 
Figure 49. Based on the results shown in Section 4.7 the probe density of the spotted 
probes need to be higher than 3 ng/mm2. If the probes do not meet the density threshold 
the chips are discarded and new chips are made. 
IRIS Sensor 
•• •• 
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Figure 49. IRIS sensor layout for VHF assay. 
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The detection of Marburg pseudotype was tested by performing a dilution curve in FBS 
and FBS + Matrix (FBS + E. coli). To illustrate multiplexed detection a constant 
concentration of Ebola pseudotype at 105 PFU/ml was added to the FBS + Matrix 
solution that was spiked with different concentrations of Marburg pseudotype. Figure 
SOa shows the dilution curve for Marburg pseudotype in FBS. The negative control (80S 
and Ebov_13F6) shows no cross-reactivity. The LOD of detection calculated is 5x103 
PFU/ml. Figure SOb shows the dilution curve of Marburg pseudotype in FBS with 
Matrix and Ebola. The LOD is calculated to be Sxl03 PFU/ml, the same as the dilution 
curve in FBS. Figure SOc shows dilution in FBS plotted against dilution in FBS with 
Matrix and Ebola. The linear fit shows perfect correlation between the two dilution 
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curves with an R2=0.999 and a slope = 1 indicating perfect repeatability. Both curves 
showing the same dilution curve emphasize that there is no measurable cross-reactivity 
between Ebola and Marv6 or 8G5 antibody. 
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Figure 50. (a) Dilution curve ofMarv pseudotype in FBS. (b) Dilution curve ofMarv pseudotype in FBS + 
Matrix. (c) The results from the two dilutions curve are plotted against each other to show repeatability of 
results and effect of matrix. 
The detection of Ebola pseudotype was tested by performing a dilution curve in FBS and 
FBS + Matrix (FBS + E. coli). To illustrate multiplexed detection a constant 
concentration of Marburg pseudotype at 105 PFU/ml was added to the FBS + Matrix. 
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solution that was spiked with different concentrations of Marburg pseudotype. Figure 
51(a) shows the dilution curve for Ebola pseudotype in FBS. The negative control (8G5 
and Marv_6) shows no cross-reactivity. The LOD of detection calculated is 5x103 
PFU/ml. Figure 51 (b) shows the dilution curve of Ebola pseudotype in FBS with Matrix 
and Marburg. The LOD is calculated to be 5x103 PFU/ml, the same as the dilution curve 
in FBS. Figure 51c shows dilution in FBS plotted against dilution in FBS with Matrix 
and Marburg. The linear fit shows good agreement between the two experiments with an 
R2=0.98 and a slope= 1. 
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Figure 51. (a) Dilution curve ofEbov pseudotype in FBS. (b) Dilution curve ofEbov pseudotype in FBS + 
Matrix. (c) The results from the two dilutions curve are plotted against each other to show repeatability of 
results and effect of matrix. 
5.2.1 Virus detection in human whole blood 
Most developed biosensors demonstrate high sensitivity m clean sample media like 
buffer but fail to reach the same sensitivity when detection is done in complex biological 
fluids like human serum or whole blood. In this section we demonstrate that IRIS can 
maintain it high sensitivity capability even in human whole blood without the need of 
any sample preparation other than K2EDTA, an anti-coagulant. 
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To demonstrate detection in whole blood three SP-IRIS chips were spotted with the 
VHF antibodies that make up the VHF assay described above. The chips are then 
incubated with human whole blood from three different donors in which donor 1 and 2 
blood were spiked with 106 PFU/ml of Ebola pseudotype and donor 3 blood was spiked 
with 106 PFU/ml of Marburg pseudotype. The chips were incubated in whole blood for 
two hours. The chips are initially washed with PBS with 2.5 mM EDTA using a spray 
bottle. The chips are washed until the blood is no longer visible to the naked eye. This 
step is necessary to strip off any non-specific binding of blood cells to the chip's surface 
through shear forces from the liquid stream over the chip. Following the initial PBS 
wash the chip is washed using the established wash procedure of 3X in PBS for three 
minutes and then rinsed in DI and dried under stream of nitrogen. Figure 52 shows the 
virus binding results for the three SP-IRIS chips. IRIS was able to accurately detect the 
virus from human whole blood without a significant increase in background noise as 
seen by the low particle count on the negative conditions. 
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Figure 52. Binding results from the three SP-IRIS chips incubated in 3 different human donor whole blood 
spiked with virus. Donor 1 and 2 blood were spiked with 106 PFU/rnl ofEbola pseudotype. Donor 3 blood 
was spike with 106 PFU/rnl of Marburg pseudotype. 
5.3 In-liquid virus detection 
For POC applications SP-IRIS needs be able to detect the virus particles in an enclosed 
chip. All virus detection data presented so far have been done by imaging the SP-IR.IS 
substrate without any enclosure. There are two issues to consider when imaging the SP-
IRIS chip in enclosure. First, for in liquid measurements the scattering signal will drop 
by half for · dielectric particles (virus) according to section 3.2 because of the reduced 
refractive index contrast between the nanoparticle and surrounding media. Second, non-
immersion objectives that image at high NA have a short working distance and therefore 
the microfluidic device needs to be within the working distance of the objective. 
5.3.1 In-Liquid simulations and objective selection 
Simulations of the particle response were run to determine the specification of the 
objective for imaging through a microfluidic device. Figure 53 compares the simulated 
response of a dielectric nanoparticle (refractive index = 1.55) in air using a 0.75 NA 
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objective with green LED (525 run). The other curves show the response of the 
nanoparticles in liquid with objectives with NA between 0.6 and 0.9. From the 
simulations we can conclude that the particle response significantly drops in liquid, for 
example, VSV, which has contrast signal of3.8% to 10% in air will drop to a contrast of 
0.8% to 3%. The simulations show that signal from particles under 100 nm diameter is 
not affected by change in NA from 0.6 to 0.9, however, sizing oflarger particle becomes 
ambiguous because the response curve slope is reduced and the curve plateaus. 
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Figure 53. In-liquid simulations. The green curve shows the nanoparticles response imaging a dry chip with 
525 nm LED. The other curves show the simulated nanoparticle response in liquid for objectives with 
different numerical aperture (NA). 
To achieve the highest sensitivity and maintain the sizing capability of SP-IR.IS, a Nikon 
objective with 0.9 NA and 40X magnification was selected to image the SP-IR.IS chip in 
liquid. The objective has a working distance of 0.23 mm and a correction collar for 
cover glass thickness correction. 
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5.3.2 Microfluidic Chamber 
<l[lll-- -
A microfluidic chamber was constructed with a total channel and window thickness of 
180 f!m within the working distance of the objective. Figure 54 shows the components 
of the microfluidic device. The device is constructed from a poly( methyl methacrylate) 
base with a slot that was laser engraved to hold the SP-IRIS chip. A linear channel was 
cut into 50 Jlm double sided transfer adhesive (3M adhesive research, USA) using 
Graphtec Craft ROBO Pro (Japan) cutter plotter. The transfer adhesive on the laminate 
film is used to seal the base plate with 130 Jlm cover glass (Ted Pella Inc., USA). 
Cover glass 130 ~m 
PMMA Chip Holder 
Figure 54. Micro fluidic chamber. The bottom piece is made of 0.5 rum thick PMMA substrate with a laser 
engraved groove or the IRIS chip. The microfluidic channel is constructed using 50 1-1m double side transfer 
adhesive. The channel is enclosed using a #1 thickness borosilicate cover glass. 
5.3.3 In-Liquid blinded virus detection 
SP-IRIS in-liquid virus detection was tested through a blinded experiment. Four SP-IRIS 
chips that were spotted with the antibodies for the VHF antibodies were incubated with 
blind solutions that were prepared by another researcher in the lab. SP-IRIS chips were 
incubated in the virus solutions for two hours on the orbital shaker then washed with 
PBS and dried under nitrogen. The chips were assembled into the microfluidic device 
and filled with PBS. The chips were imaged in the device before and after the filling of 
the microfluidic channel with PBS . Figure 55 shows the results for the four SP-IRTS 
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blind tests. According to Table 6 SP-IRIS was able to identify the virus that was spiked 
into the solution for all four blind samples. However, in liquid measurement (Figure 
55b) showed a lower level of binding than the dry measurement (Figure 55a). The 
reduction in virus count for the liquid measurement was expected because according to 
the simulations in section 5.3.1 the lower tail of the virus size distribution produces a 
signal less than 1% contrast which is the detection limit of the system. 
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Figure 55 . In-liquid blind experiment. (a) Plot of detected virus density for the 4 IRlS chips that were 
incubated with the blind samples. The microfluidic chamber was not filled. (b) Plot of detected virus 
density after the microfluidic chamber was filled with PBS. 
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Table 6 Blind sample composition 
Blind Sample # Sample composition Correctly Identified? 
Chip2 5 x 1 0:> Marv pseudotype Yes 
Chip3 5 x 105 Marv pseudot-ype Yes 
Chip4 5 x 105 VSV pseudotype Yes 
Chip6 5 x 105 Ebola pseudo type Yes 
5.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we show that SP-IRIS can specifically detect Ebola and Marburg 
pseudotypes with a LOD of 5 x 103 PFU/ml in FBS. We have also shown that the SP-
IRIS can detect single virions specifically captured on the surface from human whole 
blood. Then we showed preliminary results on doing detection in a microfluidics device 
and tested it performance with blind samples. The results from this chapter show the 
feasibility of translating IRIS into a POC biosensing platform that does not ~equire 
sample preparation by doing detection from unprocessed whole blood. 
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Chapter 6 
SINGLE MOLECULE DETECTION USING SP-IRIS 
In Chapters 4 and 5 it was shown how SP-IRIS can detect individual biological 
nanoparticles like viruses label-free. Single virus detection offers very high sensitivity 
and specificity. In this chapter, we demonstrate how we can expand this nanoparticles 
based detection for single molecule counting. This new capability allows SP-IRIS to 
detect proteins and nucleic acids at sub-femtomolar concentrations. 
6.1 Nanoparticle tagged secondary probe for single molecule detection 
Functionalized nanoparticles can be whole pathogens themselves, such as viruses, or 
nanoparticles that have been specifically conjugated with secondary antibodies or 
nucleic acids that recognize a target captured on the sensor surface. These targets can be 
pathogenic surface antigens, internal pathogen proteins, pathogenic nucleic acids, or 
human antibodies ( 
Figure 56). The functionalized nanoparticle approach provides single molecule 
sensitivity for captured target on the surface by attaching a gold or other metallic 
nanoparticle to the protein, antibody, or nucleic acid so that it can be detected. Labeling 
secondary probes with a particle commonly referred to as "mass-tagging" is a common 
method to enhance sensitivity, however, state-of-the-art technologies require "micro" 
particles resulting in limitations due to diffusion and steric hindrance caused by the large 
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sizes of the particles.[109-111] Other techniques have emerged that use particles that are 
much smaller, on the order of 13 nm, which alleviates the limitations caused by large 
size. These techniques require a silver staining step to increase the size of the particle to 
the micron scale after binding which removes any information about the original 
particle.[112] IRIS can measure the shape and size of individual nanoparticles as small 
as 20 nm, which is only about twice the hydrodynamic diameter of an antibody, 
allowing this information to serve as an identifier of the biomolecule attached to the 
n~moparticle. We term this identifying feature as 3: "nano-barcode", the same way a 
barcode uniquely identifies a consumer product. Nano-barcode based detection will 
improve specificity of the detection because the nano-barcode has to match the probe it 
is binding over to be considered a positive binding event. 
(a) Single Virus 
Detection 
(b) Single Molecule Detection of 
Antigen proteins and DNA/RNA 
(c) Single Molecule 
lgG/IgM Detection 
Figure 56. Single Particle Detection Modalities of IRIS- This figure demonstrates the different detection 
modalities of IRIS. The first modality starting on the left is the label free single virus detection through on 
surface probe capture. The second modality is single molecule detection of antigens using a nanoparticle 
tagged secondary antibody. The third modality is single molecule non-amplification based nucleic based 
detection using nanoparticle tagged DNA secondary probes. The fourth modality is the detection of IgG 
and IgM against an antigen immobilized on the surface using "barcoded" nanoparticle tagged secondary 
antibodies against human lgG and IgM. 
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6.2 Detection of Melanoma Biomarker§ 
The prognosis of a patient with cancer is highly dependent on the stage of the cancer. 
Despite the advances made in understanding cancer physiology prognosis for cancer at 
the later stages is very poor. Malignant melanoma is one of the most aggressive forms of 
skin cancer. According to the World Health Organization the cases of melanoma is 
increasing at a rate higher than all other types of cancer. Melanoma accounts for 4% of 
skin cancer cases but accounts for 74% of all deaths from skin cancer. The survival rate 
is 5% for patients with advanced stage melanoma.[113] Currently there is no therapy for 
advanced melanoma. Therefore, in order to improve prognosis for patients with 
melanoma it needs to be detected at an early stage. To be able to detect the cancer at an 
early stage the patient needs to be diagnosed regularly. For regular testing to be feasible 
a biomarker needs to be identified to indicate the onset of melanoma. Also the test needs 
to be low-cost and noninvasive to make it financially and practically feasible. 
The aim of the work presented in this chapter is to demonstrate the feasibility of 
detecting nucleic acid biomarkers for detection of Melanoma metastasis. It was shown 
by Dr. Alani's research group that Neuropilin-2 (NRP-2) plays a critical role in 
melanoma cell metastasis. NRP-2 is a cell surface receptor expressed on epithelial cells, 
involved in angiogenesis and lymphangiogenesis, which eventually leads to tumor 
metastasis. Therefore, NRP-2 messenger RNA was chosen as the biomarker for the SP-
IRIS assay. 
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6.3 Assay optimization 
6.3.1 Materials and methods 
Array spotting 
DNA was spotted with S3 Flexarrayer (Scienion, Berlin Germany) after surface 
functionalization with co-poly polymer. All DNA oligonucleotides were purchased from 
Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA). The sequences of the probes are shown 
in Table 8. All oligonucleotide surface probes were 5' amine functionalized for 
immobilization on the polymer surface. Spotting concentration was 50 J.tM in 150 mM 
sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8.5). 
Gold nanoparticle Functionalization 
Secondary probes for DNA sandwich assay were made by functionalizing gold 
nanoparticles with 3' thiolated DNA. Gold nanoparticles were purchased from Nanopartz 
Inc. (Loveland, CO). To functionalize the gold nanoparticles with DNA the protocol 
described by Hill et al. was followed.[114] Briefly, the thiolated DNA is incu~:>ated in 
dithiothreitol (DTT) to reduce,disulfide bounds between the ssDNA probes. The DNA is 
than mixed with gold nanoparticle in DI water. The DNA will displace the citrate 
capping agent and stabilize the gold nanoparticles again~t salt induced aggregation. Next 
sodium phosphate is added to bring the concentration to 1 OmM. Sodium dodecyl sulfate 
(SDS) is then added to bring concentration to 0.1% weight to volume. The solution is 
placed on an orbital shaker for two hours. Then salt is added slowly to the solution over 
the course of two days to bring the final NaCl concentration to 300 mM. 
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Assay and washing buffers 
All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich unless otherwise stated. 
Hybridization was done in 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.0 with 150 mM NaCl and 
0.1% SDS (wt/vol). Washing was done in three steps using washing buffers referred to 
as wash A, wash B, and wash C. Wash A buffer consists of 0.5 M of sodium nitrate 
with 0.01 %SDS and 0.02% Tween-20. Wash B consists of 0.5 M sodium nitrate. Wash 
C consists of 0.1 M sodium nitrate stored at 4 °C. For washing procedure the chips are 
washed two times in wash A for one minute each, then washed in wash B three times for 
one minute each and dipped in wash A and .allowed to dry on bench top for one minute 
before scanning. 
Sequences 
Probe sequences were designed to be compliment to half of the messenger RNA target 
or the complimentary eDNA sequences provided by Dr. Alani's group (Table 7). 
Table 7. Melanoma molecular biomarkers 
NRP-2 5' -CAGACTCCAAGCCCACGGTAGAGACGC Melanoma biomarker 
TGGGACCCACTGTGAAGAGCGAAGAGACAACCA-3' 
..... .. . 
HELLS 5'-AGT AA TGCAGTTCATGGGCTTTAGGTACTT Melanoma biomarker 
CAGTT ATGAAGTAGGCTTTTCATGGGGAGA-3' 
NCAPH - 5'-CAGGCTGCTGACAGTGATGATGAAGA TTTG Melanoma biomarker 
GATGACTTA TTTGTGGGACCTGTTGGGAAC-3' 
ACTB 5' -GAATGATGAGCCTTCGTGCCCCCCCTTCCC Internal positive control 
CCTTTTTTGTCCCCCAACTTGAGATGTATG-3' 
Luciferase 5' -ACGATGACGCCGGTGAACTTCCCGCCGCC Negative control 
GTTGTTGTTTTGGAGCACGGAAAGACGATGA-3' 
eDNA extraction from Human Melanoma cells (WM35 cell line) 
RNA from human melanoma cell (WM35 cell line) was isolated using RNeasy Mini Kit 
(Qiagen, Germany) following the manufacturer's protocol. The amount of isolated RNA 
was measured with NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, MI USA). 
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Then, 1.6 11g of RNA was reverse transcribed with SuperScript III First-Strand 
SuperMix (Life Technologies, NY USA) according to manufacturer's protocol. NRP-2 
mRNA converted to eDNA was quantified using RT-PCR. RT-PCR was done using the 
Step One Plus RT-PCR machine from Applied Biosystems. For amplicon detection Taq-
Man probe was used with Tag-Man Universal Mix II from Applied Biosystems. A two-
step amplification protocol was used. In the first step the stage was held at 50°C for two 
minutes and 95°C for ten minutes for one cycle. The next stage is cycling, which 
consists of 95°C for 15 seconds then 60°C for 60 seconds (60 cycles). RT -PCR was also 
run on NRP-2 standard to allow quantification of the eDNA copy number. 
6.3.2 Probe density and charge affects 
It is known in the field of DNA arrays that the negative charge from neighboring DNA 
strands can hinder hybridization efficiency. Therefore, high probe density will not 
necessarily result in higher binding signal as was shown in section 4.7 for protein arrays. 
To study the effect of probe density and charge two arrays were spotted. The first array 
shown in Figure 57 shows DNA probes for NRP-2 spotted · at the following 
concentrations: 50 11M, 25 11M, 12.5 11M, 6.25 )lM, 3.12 11M, and 1.5 11M. The last spot 
in the array is a negative control. From the figure it can be seen that the DNA spot 
spotted homogeneously with good spot morphology. The second array was constructed 
by adding negative control DNA to the spotting mixture of the different NRP-2 probe 
concentrations to keep the spotted DNA concentration at 50 11M. The second array with 
the NRP-2 negative control mixture allowed the construction of an array with constant 
DNA probe density (charge) however the amount ofNRP-2 probe is reduced according 
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to its concentration in the spotting mixture. 
50 !JM 25 !JM 12.5 !JM 6.25 !JM 3.12 !JM 1.5 !JM (-)Control 
Figure 57. Probe density array ofNRP-2 DNA probe. The IRIS image shows the NRP-2 probe spotted at 
different densities. 
Both arrays were incubated with 100 fM of synthetic 60-mer NRP-2 DNA target that 
was premixed with a secondary detection probe tagged with 40nm gold particles. The 
incubation length was four hours at 50°C. After incubation the chips were washed and 
imaged with SP-IRIS. The probe density was analyzed using IRIS before hybridization. 
Figure 58 shows binding of NRP-2 target versus probe density (red) and binding versus 
probe density with surface charge held constant (blue). From the graph it is shown that 
binding increases with increasing probe density until binding seems to saturate at 1.4 
ng/mm2 of DNA probe. Densities higher than 1.4 ng/mm2 could not be achieved, 
therefore, we could not test a regime where high density resulted in reduced amount of 
binding. We can conclude that in the IRIS assay increased charge at the higher spot 
density does affect binding because when the spot charge is held constant at the higher 
probe density, binding is not affected (blue curve). In the rest of this chapter arrays are 
spotted at 50 f!M to achieve the highest binding efficiency. 
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Figure 58. Probe density binding efficiency. Binding ofNRP-2 target versus probe density is shown in red. 
The blue curve shows binding of NRP-2 target versus probe density with charge held constant using 
luciferase probe. 
6.3.3 Homogeneous vs. heterogeneous assay kinetics 
It is well known in the literature that in-solution binding (homogeneous assay) is a lot 
faster that binding on a solid phase support (heterogeneous !may). Figure 59 shows two 
assay configuration on SP-IRIS. The first configuration is the two-step sandwich assay, 
where two incubations steps are required. The second configuration is the semi-
homogenous assay that requires one incubation step. In the semi-homogeneous assay the 
secondary nanoparticle probe is premixed with the target solution for 15 minutes at 
60°C. The chip is then incubated with the premixed solution. 
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Heterogeneous 
Step 2: Hybridize 
Secondary Probe 
Semi-Homogeneous 
Step 1: Hybridize 
Target/Probe 
Figure 59. Assay Configuration. Heterogeneous assay consists of binding the target from the liquid phase 
onto a solid phase substrate. Semi-homogeneous assay consists of binding the target to the secondary 
nanoparticle probe in the liquid phase then binding the complex on the solid phase substrate. 
Figure 60 compares the binding results between the two assay formats. The 
heterogeneous assay shows that binding continues to increase as the time of the assay 
increases. However, the semi-homogeneous assay shows saturation after four hours of 
incubation. These results show that the binding kinetics of the semi-homogenous assay 
is faster than the two-step heterogeneous assay. 
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Figure 60. Binding over time of the heterogeneous versus homogeneous assay. Binding was done at 100 fM 
. NRP-2 target concentration. 
In the experiment shown in Figure 60 the concentration of nanoparticles is the same for 
both assay type. Figure 61 compares the two assay types for when nanoparticle 
concentration is varied as the target concentration is kept at 1 0 tM. The target 
incubation time is two hours. For the heterogeneous assay the nanoparticle incubation 
time is one hour. Figure 61a shows that for the semi-homogeneous assay the binding is 
not affected by the nanoparticle concentration for the range tested. There is no 
dependence of binding on the nanoparticle concentration because the nanoparticle 
concentration is always in excess to the target concentration. The heterogeneous assay 
shows a strong dependence between the nanoparticle binding signal and nanoparticle 
concentration. The reason is after target incubation the surface coverage of binding sites 
is equal to the number of bound targets , which is very low. Therefore, the higher the 
concentration of secondary probes tagged with nanoparticles the faster the sensor surface 
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ts sampled by the secondary probes and the hybridized targets are bound by the 
nanoparticles . If high enough concentration of secondary probes are used the 
performance of the semi-homogeneous assay can be matched by the heterogeneous 
assay. 
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Figure 61. Effect of nanoparticle concentration on the binding signal for (a) the semi-homogeneous assay 
and (b) heterogeneous assay. The target concentration is 10 tM: and incubation time of 2 hours. 
Heterogeneous assay was incubated with nanoparticle for 1 hour .. 
6.3.4 Limit of detection 
The detection sensitivity of SP-IRIS for nucleic acid detection was determined using 60-
mer synthetic DNA target that is complimentary to the NRP-2 mRNA. SP-IRIS chips 
were arrayed with NRP-2 probe that is compliment to half of the NRP-2 target sequence, 
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shown in Table 7. For negative control a probe that is complimentary to half of the 
luciferase mRNA sequence. The probes are spotted in replicates of six. The target was 
serially diluted in -phosphate buffer from 100 fM to 10 aM and a blank sample was 
included. The target dilution (500 Ill) was mixed with nanoparticles tagged with a 
secondary probe that is functionalized with a complimentary strand to the other half of 
the NRP-2 target. The final concentration of the nanoparticle tags is 10 pM when mixed 
with the target solution. The target and nanoparticle mixture are allowed to hybridize at 
60° C in an eppendorf tube for 15 minutes. The solution from the eppendorf is then 
transferred to a 24-well polypropylene plate with the SP-IRIS chip and sealed with PCR 
film. The incubation is done at 50°C on an orbital shaker. After incubation the chips are 
washed and imaged using SP-IRIS. Figure 62 shows the dilution results for 6- and 12-
hour incubation. The LOD for 6 and 12 hour incubation is 100 aM and 10 aM, 
respectively. The LOD is calculated as the concentration at which the signal is above the 
blank signal plus three standard deviations. 
For cancer diagnostics it would be advantages to be able to screen for circulating mRNA 
directly from serum without the need for isolation and purification. To demonstrate the 
feasibility of such an assay we show detection of synthetic DNA targets spiked in FBS. 
Figure 63 shows a dilution curve of NRP-2 target spiked in 50% FBS with 1% SDS 
incubated for six hours. The high concentration of SDS was added to stabilize the 
nucleic acid against degradation.[115] The results. from serum in Figure 63 correlate 
very well with the results from hybridization in phosphate buffer in Figure 62. This 
proof of concept experiment shows that nucleic acids could be directly detected from 
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serum. 
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Figure 62. Dilution curve of NRP-2 synthetic target with semi-homogeneous assay method for 6 hours 
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Figme 63 . NRP-2 synthetic target detection in 50% serum. Incubation times was 8 hours using semi-
homogeneous method. 
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6.4 NRP-2 eDNA sensing from Melanoma cancer cells 
Hybridization assays optimizations in previous sections have been done on synthetic 
targets (60-mers) without any interfering DNA that can nonspecifically hybridize and 
interfere with the specificity of the assay. To test the feasibility of detecting NRP-2 
mRNA (500-mers) for cancer diagnostics, hybridization experiments were conducted on 
nucleic acid isolated from Mel 1 melanoma cancer cells. The stock concentration was 
. 
too high; therefore, the eDNA had to be diluted to allow individual counting of 
hybridization events. The eDNA was diluted 10,000x and 100,000x. NRP-2 probe 
functionalized nanoparticles was mixed with 20 f!l of the diluted eDNA solution. The 
eDNA and nanoparticle mixture was allowed to hybridize in an eppendorf tube for 15 
minutes at 65°C then incubated in a secured seal hybridization chamber (Life 
Technologies, NY USA) for four hours at 55°C. After incubation the chips are washed 
and imaged using SP-IRIS. Figure 64 shows hybridization results of eDNA from Mel 1 
cells. The graph shows specific detection of NRP-2 eDNA for both dilutions. The 
negative control probe that is complementary to HELLs eDNA showed negligible 
binding compared to the NRP-2 probe. From RT-PCR we know that melanoma sample 
from human patient will have NRP-2 levels three orders of magnitude less than Mel 1 
samples. Therefore, showing detection of NRP-2 at four and five orders of magnitude 
dilutions demonstrates that SP-IRIS should be able to detect NRP-2 levels in human 
samples. 
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Figure 64. NRP-2 mRNA expression quantification. RNA was extracted from Mel 1 melanoma cancer cell 
line and converted to eDNA. eDNA was used to quantify NRP-2 mRNA levels. 
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Chapter 7 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
7.1 Conclusions 
Development of biosensors that can simultaneously monitor an array of molecular 
interactions is of great interest for biomedical research and clinical applications. For 
clinical applications there has been a need for platforms that can offer sensitivity 
compared to assays that implement chemical amplifications like PCR but in a simple 
system that doesn't require the sample preparation needed for PCR. In this dissertation 
we address the need of building a platform for detection of a broad range of 
biomolecules and pathogens at high sensitivity without increasing the complexity of the 
detection scheme or sample preparation needed. 
We described how we simplified the IRIS platform to make it amenable to POC 
applications. IRIS platform developed Ozkumur et al. utilized a tunable laser to acquire 
the wavelength dependent intensity images. IRIS was simplified from the laser-based 
system by using a multi-color LED source and redesigning the substrate. LEDs have a 
small footprint, are robust and low-cost and have lower power consumption. The LED 
based IRIS was then validated by demonstrating multiplexed dynamic monitoring of 
protein and DNA binding. We also demonstrated successful discrimination of single and 
double mutations present in the DNA duplex by exploiting the duplex stability in buffers 
with different ionic strength. This single mutation detection assay can be used to detect 
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single nucleotide polymorphism with 98.4% confidence. In addition, we demonstrated 
detection of whole virus and viral antigen components from cell lysate for infectious 
disease diagnostics. Whole virus detection limit is 105 PFU/ml for an 18-hour incubation 
time. 
LED based IRIS developed for ensemble measurements demonstrated capability to 
monitor interactions in real-time over a large surface area. However, the sensitivity was 
not high enough to allow the detection of targets in clinically relevant assays for 
infectious disease diagnostics. We showed that IRIS's interferometric substrate can be 
engineered to enhance signal from a nanoparticle bound to the surface. We demonstrated 
that interferometric mixing of the scattered light from a nanoparticle and the reflected 
light from the layered substrate increases the signal from the nanoparticle and allows 
detection and sizing of nanoparticles over a wide dynamic range. In addition we showed 
that by adding a rotating linear polarizer we can size and shape gold nanorods and 
viruses (VSV). 
To demonstrate the utility of SP-IRIS as an ultrasensitive biosensor, the sensor surface 
has to be functionalized to specifically capture target of interest. Functionalization of the 
surface was studied to produce probe arrays that will results in reproducible capture of 
the target. Spotting additives and probe density affects were studied. It was shown that 
for virus detection probe density plays a crucial role in virus capture. After probe 
immobilization optimization, specific VSV detection was demonstrated with an LOD of 
8x104 PFU/ml in FBS. Next an assay was developed for detection ofEbola and Marburg. 
The assay was tested with VSV pseudotype expressing Ebola and Marburg glycoprotein. 
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SP-IRIS showed detection limit of 5 x 103 PFU/ml for the pseudotype viruses in FBS 
with 106 CFU/ml of E. coli as a contaminant. To minimize sample preparation even 
further whole human blood spiked with VSV pseudotypes was tested. SP-IRIS shows 
that it can detect virus in whole blood with minimal signal loss. 
We demonstrate how the SP-IRIS platform can be utilized to allow digital counting of 
molecules bound to the surface through a sandwich assay. The use of small nanoparticle 
tags 40 nm in diameter can replace fluorescent labels conventionally used in sandwich 
assays like ELISA resulting in an assay with single molecule resolution. We studied two 
assay formats using the nanoparticle tagging heterogeneous and semi -homogeneous 
assays. We showed that binding kinetics can be increased through homogeneous mixing 
of the secondary tag with the target before binding to the surface. Finally we showed the 
utility of SP-IRIS for detection of mRNA targets for cancer diagnosis. Using SP-IRIS 
we demonstrated detection of DNA in serum and NRP-2 eDNA isolated from Mell 
melanoma cancer cells. 
In this dissertation, we addressed robustness and sensitivity of the IRIS platform 
previously developed by the Unlii lab. The utilization of LEDs allowed the IRIS 
platform to be compact, robust, and low cost. The addition of the nanoparticle imaging 
modality made IRIS achieve sensitivities comparable to other state-of-the-art platforms 
like PCR, but in a much simpler system. Besides simplicity, a major advantage of IRIS 
is its capability of multiplexed detection of variety · of different target types such as 
whole virus, proteins, and nucleic acids at single pathogen or molecule resolution. 
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7.2 Future directions 
In this dissertation SP-IRIS measurements were taken in dry environment outside the 
incubation chamber. For practical implementation of the SP-IRIS as a diagnostic tool a 
cartridge that allows automated running of the assay and imaging will be required. In 
Chapter 5 we showed proof of principle experiments of virus detection in an enclosed 
microfluidic chamber. Results were shown for detection of virus in human whole blood. 
Continued work on integration of the SP-IRIS sensor with microfluidics will allow the 
platform to become a diagnostic tool that could be deployed in a POC setting. 
Detection of biomarkers circulating in blood is receiving a lot of attention because it will 
allow the detection of diseases like cancer without the need of tissue biopsy. Having 
access to low-cost tests will allow doctors to regularly test for diseases like cancer which 
could lead to early diagnosis. In Chapter 6 we demonstrated how SP-IRIS can digitally 
count single molecules bound on the sensor's surface. We showed attomolar sensitivity 
of synthetic DNA targets. Next we demonstrated specific detection of NRP-2 mRNA 
transcription level using eDNA isolated from Mel 1 melanoma cancer cells. Continued 
work will need to be done to reduce the time of the assay and testing of NRP-2 levels 
from human tissue and serum samples. 
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Appendix A 
COPOLY (DMA-NAS-MAPS) FUNCTIONALIZATION ON SI02 SURFACE 
N,N-dimethylacrylamide(DMA)-acryloyloxysuccinimide(NAS)-3(trimethoxysilyl)-
propylmethacrylate (MAPS) was synthesized per the protocol [116] developed by our 
collaborators, Professor Chiari's group at Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche in Milan 
Italy. We used the following process to functionalize the IRIS substrates with co-
poly(DMA-NAS-MAPS). Clean IRIS substrates that have been patterned and etched to 
expose self-reference regions. 
Sonicate the samples in acetone 3 x 5 minutes. 
Rinse the samples with methanol, then deionized water, and dry. 
Prepare the copoly(DMA-NAS-MAPS) solution. 
Prepare ammonium sulfate at 40% saturation concentration. 
Make 1% (w/v) copoly(DMA-NAS-MAPS) in 1:1 mixture of water and the prepared 
ammonium sulfate solution. 
Place the IRIS substrates in the copoly(DMA-NAS-MAPS) solution for 30 minutes in 
room temperature on a shaker. 
Wash thoroughly with deionized water. 
Rinse the samples with deionized water followed by additional 3 x 5 minutes washes in 
water on a shaker. 
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Dry the substrates with argon gas (N2 gas works as well). 
Bake the substrates in an oven at 80 oc for 15 minutes. 
Use the substrates for DNA or protein microarray fabrication immediately. 
Unused samples can be stored in a vacuum-sealed desiccator for a minimum of 2 weeks 
for later use. 
If using stored samples, bake them in the oven for 15 minutes at 80 oc pnor to 
biomolecule immobilization. 
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Appendix B 
FORWARD MODEL FOR SIZE AND SHAPE DETERMINATION 
We developed a physical model to establish the correlation between the optical response 
of the nanoparticles and the morphology and orientation angle of the nanoparticles. The 
following theory considers a specific setting in which the nanoparticles are located in the 
vicinity of the focal plane of an objective and back scattered-reflected light is imaged on 
a CCD detector on the image plane of the microscope. The theoretical analysis of the 
forward model can be divided into three components: the first part is modeling the 
interaction of the incident light and the nanoparticle; second, the elastically scattered 
and reference fields for the given nanoparticle and layered substrate are calculated in 
the object space of the microscope; and third, the scattered and reference fields are 
propagated to the detector. Then, the image on the CCD detector can be correlated to 
the nanoparticle morphology and orientation for various experimental variables. 
In what follows, we assume the nanoparticles are much smaller than the wavelength of 
incident light and ellipsoid dipole scatterers. In free-space, an oscillating dipole radiates 
an electric field in the far-field limit [1]: 
exp (ikr) ik1 ~ ~ 
E sca = "k 4 Cr X (er X p) , (1) - ·t T trEo 
where p , k and Aer are dipole moment vector, free-space wavenumber and unit 
vector in the radial direction, respectively. The dipole moment induced on the 
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nanoparticle in an inhomogeneous environment can be formulated as a first order 
approximation in the following form: 
(2) 
where a- denotes the quasistatic polarizability tensor of the nanoparticle. The electric 
field expressions in the brackets are different fields acting on the dipole. Eloc denotes 
the primary electric field, which is incident on the nanoparticle due to incident light. 
Erad is the radiative correction field which accounts for the dynamic depolarization 
effect and radiation damping whereas Eint denotes the interaction field which basically 
accounts for the interaction of the particle with its own dipole field that has been 
scattered in the inhomogeneous dielectric environment and fell on the particle, 
respectively. For a spheroid particle, the radiative correction field (Erad) can be derived 
using the theory called "modified long wavelength approximation" [2--4] in the 
following form: 
(:3) 
where the parameter Dj in the equation above is the dimension of spheroid particle on 
its principle axis. The first term in equation 3 stems from the spontaneous emission by 
the dipole and the second term shows the effect of the depolarization of the radiation 
across the particle .[2] The interaction field component (Eint) can be expressed in the 
following form: 
(4) 
The interaction Green's function term, G- int , for a dipole scatterer located on a 
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planar substrate is calculated on the dipole location as follows [5]: 
(5) 
where kp, kz and zO denote the transverse and longitudinal components of the 
wavenumber and the center of the dipole scatterer from the nearest surface, 
respectively. Rs,p denote the Fresnel reflection coefficients that are appropriate for the 
specific designed layered substrate beneath the particle. 
Both secondary field components (Erad and Eint) are expressed as linear functions ofthe 
dipole moment. The effect of these fields can be placed in the quasistatic polarizability 
term in Equation 2 after the modification: 
(6) 
where aj shows the quasistatic polarizability on each principle axis of the nanoparticle. 
Now, Equation 2 can be rewritten in the following form: 
(7) 
Primary field component, Eloc, is a function of illumination conditions such as objective 
NA and intensity profile of the light source at the back aperture of the objective as well 
as the inhomogeneous dielectric properties of the object space. 
In Kohler illumination configuration, the complex degree of coherence of light incident 
upon the object plane can be defined as [8]: 
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.( ) · 2.lt (21rpNAcun/ .A} 
J p = - . 21rpNAIJOll / A . 
(8) 
where Jl, "A and NAcon denote the Bessel function of the first kind, peak wavelength of 
light source and numerical aperture of the condenser lens (objective lens in our case), 
respectively. The coherence length, pcoh = 1.61/J2nNAcon, ofthe incident light on 
the object plane is much larger than the size of small nanoparticles thus the interaction 
of light with individual nanoparticles is assumed to be in the coherent regime of light 
scattering theory [7]. In the following development of the theory, we assume 
nanoparticles are sufficiently separated from each other so that the scattered field from 
one particle does not interfere with scattered fields due to other particles. Therefore, we 
now focus our attention on !1 single particle, which is assumed to be located in the 
vicinity of the focal point of the objective lens and then generalize the results for 
other particles located in the field of view of the camera. In the model, the 
illumination is provided by a number of mutually incoherent point sources at the back 
focal plane of the objective. The image of a nanoparticle is obtained for each mutually 
incoherent point source and then the final image is found by summing the intensity 
images obtained for each point source. An arbitrarily polarized incident plane wave can 
be defined in the rotated coordinate system in which the coordinate axis is rotated 8j and 
cpj for the incident field: 
E · . . = E0 ,(0i .0)exp (i J.. i ,.i) (Ei .e J- + gi e J.} JllC · ' o/ • """' .11 X! 'H Y ' (9) 
where Es and Ep denote the complex amplitude for TE and TM polarization 
components, respectively. EO (8j, cpj) defines the amplitude of the incident light. The 
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superscript 'j' denotes the index of the point source at the back aperture ofthe objective. 
For the sake of brevity, we will drop this superscript unless it is necessary. In equation 
7, the primary field component, Eloc , which is defined at the coordinate origin can be 
expressed transforming the incident field, Einc , into the coordinate system of the 
particle in the following form: 
Eloc(Bi , ¢i , r = 0) = Eo(fJi , ¢1) 
( 
cosBi coscpi cos({) - ¢-i)(l - Rpa ) - sincp.i sin (.B - ¢1)(1 + Rsa ) ) 
X cos Oi sin if>i cos(.B - cP )( 1 - R,,a ) ~ cos cp.i sin(.B - ¢i )( 1 + R,a) · 
sin 01 cos(.B - ¢' )( 1 + R11a) 
(10) 
where cr = exp(ik cos 8j a) is a phase factor and ~ is the polarization angle of the 
illumination with respect to particle coordinate system. Rs,p parameters are 
generalized reflection coefficients for a layered substrate: 
r"·11 + ·r·"·PeXI)(2·ik d ) R _ 12 2:1 -· 2,z ·ox 
··•·I' - 1 + 8.p . H.p (2 • I f ) l 
· 7' 12 r 2,1 exp l 11: 2,zli ox 
(11) 
where dox and r are the thickness of the oxide on top of silicon and Fresnel 
coefficients between two indexed dielectric media, respectively. Equations 7 and 10 
together define the dipole moment induced on the nanoparticle. The interaction of the 
light-nanoparticle that constitutes the first part of the analysis has thus been completed. 
In the second part of the problem, we study the fields generated due to induced dipole 
moment. Following the Angular Spectrum Representation formalism, the scattered 
electric field from a prolate spheroid nanoparticle located on a surface can be defined in 
the upper half of the object space where the microscope objective is located as follows 
[5] : 
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. k2 _ex_;.'p_(_i~_: r.,;_) ( !f>(2) cos Olp 1 cos if> + P2 sin ¢] - ,p( I) sin Op2 ) ( e. 0 ) . 
Esca(H, if>, r) = --
41l'E o r _,p(:l) [p 1 sin if> + p2 cos if>] e¢ 
(12) 
where pl and p2 denote the induced dipole moment on maJor and minor axes, 
respectively. Also the potential terms (<I>) are defined in the following form: 
,1>(1) = 1 + Rp(O) exp(iko. cos 0) 
,1>(2) = 1 - Rp( 0) exp('ika. cos 0) 
,1>(3) = 1 + Rs(O) exp(ika.c;osO). (13) 
In addition to scattered field, one should also account for the light non-scattered by the 
particle and reflected by the substrate. The total field collected by the objective is 
determined by the sum of these two fields. Due to the function of the reflected light in 
interpreting the image, we will call it "reference field" from now on. The reference field 
takes the following form on the focal plane of the objective: 
Erer(fP ,ql, 7· = 0) = Eo(fP ,q,i) 
(
- cos ()i cos qj cos(j3 - <f})R,,r7 - sin if) sin(/3 - ¢) )R.,r7) 
X - cos Oi sin ¢>1 cos(.B - ¢>i )Rpr7 +cos ¢i sin(j3 - ql )flsr7 
sin OJ cos(fJ - ¢Y) R1p (;). e,. 
(14) 
Derivation of the expressions in 12 and 14 completes the second part of the analysis. 
Next, we will focus on finding the intensity image of a nanoparticle in the imaging plane 
of the microscope. The procedure is propagating the scattered and reference fields to the 
image plane using a vectorial field propagation theory (ASR). The intermediate steps are 
skipped since the method is detailed well elsewhere [5] and only the end results are 
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given in the following. The scattered field on the image plane is found in the following 
form: 
(
;) ' (15) 
e .. 
where M , fobj and ftub are magnification of the imaging system, focal length of the 
objective and tube lens, respectively. The Id (p) integrals are defined as follows: 
(16) 
where 9max = sin-1(NAobj) and J denotes the Bessel function of the first ki~d. 'P terms in 
the integrals, which basically account for the effect of defocus distance (zdef) from 
coordinate origin are defined as follows: 
w(l>(fJ) = exp(ikztl.:f cos 0) + R,.(fJ) exp('ik(a + Z,Jcf) cos 0) 
lJI(2)(fJ) = exp(ikzocf cos 0)- Rp(O) exp(ik(a + Zm:f) cos 0) 
w(3>(fJ) = exp(ikz,u,J cos fJ) + R,.(fJ) exp(ik(a + ::def) cos 0). 
The reference field on the image plane is simply found: 
E~~}a = E0(0i , c/J) 1,~1 Jcos(Jj exp(ik(foo;; - !tub)) exp(ikcosai(zticf + a/2)) 
( 
- cos 4~ cos(,B - ~)R1,- sin~ sin(/1 - cf))Rs) (ex) 
X - sin q)Jcos(f1-¢')Rp + coscf>.1sin(.8 - 9 7)Rs ey . 
o e .. 
(17) 
(18) 
In derivation of both equations 15 and 18, it is assumed that the optical system is 
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aplanatic and Nt' ~>> 1. Finally let's defme the normalized intensity Image of a 
nanoparticle on the detector as follows: 
S 1 E irna + Eim a 12 J ( ) = ~ ref ,;en 
nonn p, <p L..J I E itna 12 . 
~=0 re f 
(19) 
In Equation 19, the sum over s refers to contribution point sources at the back-focal 
plane of the objective. Equations 15 and 18 must be solved for a set of si and cpi and 
then an intensity sum must be done. 
Assuming the optical system is absent of off-axis aberrations, the same method can be 
applied to ali particles that are separated from each other on the sample plane by 
following the transformations in field expressions on image plane: p ----)- p - M pp 
and <!> ----)- <!> - <j>p where pp and <j>p denote the particle position coordinates. 
So far the effect of the polarization illumination is implicitly provided by the 
parameter ~ · The intensity images can be simulated as a function of~ for a nanoparticle 
with a given morphology. 
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2. Center for Integration of Medicine and Innovative Technology (CIMIT) 1st Place 
in nation-wide Primary Care Prize competition (2011) 
3. GAANN Fellowship(2011-2012) 
4. 41h Place with team NeXGen Anays in $50k New Venture Competition held by 
Boston University School of Management. (2012). 
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5. Top 3 placement with team NeXGen Arrays in the 15K Entrepreneur Design 
Contest held by Boston University Technology Entrepreneurship Club. (2012). 
6. NSF Smart Lighting Center Engineering Research Center Award, Science & 
Engineering Day, Boston University (2011). 
7. Ignition Award (2010-2011). 
8. Funding MITRE Corporation (2009-2011) 
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